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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Although commuter students account for over 80 percent
of today's college students, the residential tradition of Amer-
ican higher education has impeded effective, comprehensive
institutional response to their presence. The relationship of
commuter students to institutions of higher education has
been neither understood nor incorporated into the design
of policies, programs, and practices. Too often, it has been
assumed erroneously that what has worked for residential
students will serve commuter students equally well. More
discouragingly, some institutions still barely acknowledge
the presence of their commuter students.

Major studies have identified commuters as being at greater
risk of attrition, and recent reports calling for reform in higher
education have expressed the need to improve the quality
of the educational experience for commuter students at all
types of institutions. In the current climate, institutions of
higher education seek "excellence" and are increasingly held
accountable for translating excellence into educational out-
comes. Failure to respond effectively and comprehensively
to commuter students' needs and educati nal goals will make
excellence impossible to achieve.

Who Are Commuter Students?
Defined as all students who do not live in institution-owned
housing, commuter students are an extraordinarily diverse
population. Their numbers include full-time students of tra-
ditional age who live with their parents, part-time students
who live in rental housing near the campus, and adults who
have careers and children of their own. The population of
commuter students will continue to become more diverse
as the number of part-time, adult, and minority students
enrolled in higher education increases.

Despite the differences in their backgrounds and educa-
tional goals, commuter students share a common core of
needs and concerns: issues related to transportation that limit
the time they spend on campus, multiple life roles, the impor-
tance of integrating their support systems into the collegiate
world, and developing a sense of belonging on the campus.
Whether they attend a predominantly residential institution
or one attended only by commuters, the fact that they com-
mute to college profoundly affects the nature of their edu-
cational experience. The term "student-as-commuter" is used
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to highlight the essential character of the relationship of the
commuter student with the institution of higher education.

What Has Impeded the Response of Colleges and
Universities to the Student-as-Commuter?
The dominance of the residential tradition ofhigher education
continues to shape the development of policies and practices,
even at predominantly commuter institutions. Most admin-
istrators and faculty members earned their degrees at tradi-
tional residential institutions and tend to impose the values
and goals of their own experiences on other educational
environments. Administrators often inadvertently believe that
commuter students can be served by the substitution of park-
ing lots for residence halls, while maintaining essentially the
same curricular and programmatic formats. The focus of much
of the preparation, training, and professional work of student
personnel practitioners has been on resident students. Res-
idence halls have historically been the site of more student
development activity than any other student service. Similarly,
the theories and models of student development have been
built largely on work with traditional, residential college
students.

The research on commuter students is limited in quantity
and breadth. Much of it is based on the premise that the res-
idential experience is the normative college experience and
that commuters' experiences are somehow less legitimate
or 1,?.ss worthy of attention. The findings of the research on
commuter students are generally inconsistent and
inconclusive.

How Can Administrators and Faculty Develop a
Fuller Understanding of the Student-as-Commuter?
A variety of frameworks, theories, and models are useful in
understanding the complex nature of the relationship
between the student-as-commuter and higher education. The
diversity of commuter students and their educational goals
requires the use of multiple approaches: human development
theories (psychosocial, cognitive, and person-environment),
design of the campus ecology/ecosystem, Maslow's hierarchy
of needs, mattering, involvement/talent development/inte-
gration, transition theory, and family systems. Educators
should use the best theoretical frameworks available in the
development of institutional policies and practices.



How Can an Inst Itution Assess How
Well It Serves Its Commuter Students?
To evaluate whether commuter students' educational goals
and needs are being met, each institution must acquire infor-
mation about its students; its programs, facilities, services,
operating assumptions, general climate, and environment;
and the nature of students' interactions with the institution.
The key variables related to the experience of the student-
ascommuter are age, sex, ethnic background, socioeconomic
status, finances, employment, family status, living arrange-
ments, distance from campus, modes of transportation, edu-
cational aspirations, and academic abilities.

Institutional self-appraisal of the extent to which all students
benefit equitably from the institution's offerings should
include examination of several aspects from the perspective
of the student-as-commuter: mission, image, publications;
recruitment, admissions, articulation; funding and fee equity;
orientation and transit'on programs; curriculum and class-
room; educational and career planning, academic advising,
counseling; faculty/staff development and rewards; sense
of community, belonging, recognition; financial aid, on-
campus work, experiential learning; cocurricular activities
and programs; outreach to significant individuals; community
relations; services and facilities; and information and
communication.

Once a profile of the student population has been devel-
oped and various aspects of the institution have been studied
from the perspective of the student-as-commuter, the nature
of students' interactions with the institution can be analyzed:
retention, satisfaction with the educational experience,
achievement of educational goals, use of services and facil-
ities, and participation in various aspects of campus life.

Why Is a Comprehensive Institutional
Response Necessary?
Considerable change would he necessary in most institutions
to create a high-quality environment for the student-as-
commuter. Institutional responses have generally been frag-
mented attempts to deal with immediate, specific prob!ems
rather than long range and comprehensive. Sheer numbers
of commuter students have not been sufficient to bring about
substantive changes in institutional perspectives, policies, and
programs. Nor do institutions attended only by commuters
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necessarily provide an experience of equal quality to all
their students.

What Constitutes a Comprehensive Institutional
Response to the Student-as-Commuter?
Although it is impossible to provide a recipe or blueprint
for change, it is possible to identify some principal elements
of a comprehensive institutional response:

1. The institution should modify its mission statement, if
necessary, to express a c!ear commitment to the quality
of the educational experience of all its students and
should have that change endorsed by its gc;eming
hoard.

2. The president, vice presidents, ciF...ans, and all other top
administrators should frequently and consistently artic-
ulate the institution's commitment to the student-as-
commuter when dealing with faculty, staff, students, the
governing board, alumni, community members, and
others.

3. The institution should regularly collect comprehensive
data about its students and thei, experiences with the
institution.

4. Regular evaluation processes should be put in place to
assess whether the institution's programs, services, facil-
ities, and resources address the needs of all students
equitably.

5. Steps should be taken to identify and rectify stereotypes
or inaccurate assumptions held by members of the cam-
pus community about commuter students and to ensure
that commuter students are treated as full members of
the campus community.

6. Long- and short-range administrative decisions regarding
resources, policies, and practices should consistently
include the perspective of the student-as-commuter.

7. In recognition that students' experiences in one segment
of the institution profoundly affect their experiences
in other segments and their perceptions of their edu-
cational experience as a whole, quality practices should
be consistent throughout the institution.

8. The classroom experience and interactions with faculty
should be recognized as playing the major roles in deter-
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mining the overall quality of commuter students'
education.

9. Curricular and cocurricul.ar offerings should complement
one another, and considerable energy should be directed
to ensure that students understand the interrelationship
of the curriculum and the cocurriculum.

10. Faculty and staff at all levels should be encouraged to
learn more about the theoretical frameworks and models
that lead to o fuller understanding of the studentas-
commuter.

11. Top leadership should actively encourage the various
campus units to work together to implement change
on behalf of the student-as-commuter.

12. Technology should be used to the fullest extent possible
to improve the institution's ability to communicate with
its students and to streamline its administrative processes.

13. Executive officers and members of the governing board
should actively work toward ensuring that commuter
students and commuter institutions are treated fairly in
federal, state, and local decision making (e.g., student
financial aid, institutional funding formulas).

The Studenas-Commuter
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FOREWORD

The student-as-commuter is used in this report to signify not
only difference in domicile and transportation from the tra-
ditional residential student but also to bring greater meaning
to cultural, sociological, and psychological differences It also
is used to emphasize the concept that "commuter students"
are not a homogeneous mass: They include multiple vari-
ations based on age, race, income, educational goals, marital
status, and the like that greatly influence why they have cho-
sen to study at a particular institution yet find it to their advan-
tage to not live at the institution.

It has been more than 25 years since higher education
began to accept its role in promoting equal educational
opportunity. A prime example of this role is the willingness
of institutions to accept nonresidential students. The irony
is that while administrators have effectively accepted students-
as-commuters, the faculty have accepted them to a degree
and facilities have been modified only slightly to accommo-
date the special needs of the student-as-commuter. As is
repeatedly demonstrated in this report, the major different.,
in the minds of the faculty between residential students and
students who commute is where they sleep and how they
get to class. Consideration for students' disposal time, acces-
sibility to libraries and laboratories, and the development
of strong peer support groups are often overlooked.

Demographic data indicates that the percentage of students
who commute is not likely to decrease in the near future.
In fact, evidence strongly suggests that the percentage will
increase. With an increasing emphasis from funding sources,
whether state legislators or a private board of trustees, on
assessment of an institution's effectiveness in achieving its
educational mission, institutions will be forced to take a closer
look at students-as-commuters.

This report by Barbara Jacoby, director of the Office of ;:om-
muter Affairs and the National Clearinghouse for Commuter
Programs at the University of Maryland, reviews the knowledge
we have about students-as-commuters in depth. What is of
particular interest is that once Dr. Jacoby has established a
firm base in the literature for commuter students and devel-
oped a set of frameworks, theories, and models, she clearly
outlines how institutions can assess their effectiveness with
their commuting students. The concluding recommendations
for developing a comprehensive institutional response to
the student-as-commuter will greatly help institutions develop
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a more effective approach to these students.
Whether the result of reactions that were based on aca-

demic tradition or the majority of the tactility's and academic
leaders' status once ,N dre residential students, the general
approach that institutions have for students-as-commuters
is inadequate. This report clearly represents the concise
description of the problem and specific steps that will help
institutions develop greater sensitivity to the needs of these
students.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor of Higher Education, and
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
School of Education and Human Development
The George Washinton University
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COMMUTER STUDENTS AND THE STUDENT-AS-COMMUTER

Commuter studentsthose who do not live in institution-
owned housingaccount for over 80 percent of the students
in American colleges and universities today. Nevertheless, the
residential tradition of higher education continues to impede
effective institutional response to their presence. Educators
have assumed that commuters are like resident students
except that they live off campus and that curricular and cocur-
ricular offerings are equally appropriate for all students. This
assumption has not served commuter students well. Several
major studies have identified commuters as particularly high
risks for attrition (Astin 1975, 1977, 1985; Chickering 1974;
Tinto 1987). Recent books and articles focusing specifically
on commuter students (Jacoby and Burnett 19866; Jacoby and
Girrell 1981; Stewart 1983) and a series of reports regarding
higher education in general (Boyer 1987; Study Group 1984;
Task Group 1988) have emphasized the need to enhance the
quality of the educational experience for commuter students.

Commuter students attend virtually every institution of
higher education. Their numbers include full-time students
who live at home with their parents as well as fully employed
adults who live with their spouses and/or children and attend
college part time. Commuters may reside near the campus
or far away; they commute by car, public transportation, walk-
ing, and bicycle. They may represent a small minority of stu-
dents at a private, residential liberal arts college or the entire
population of a community college or urban institution.

The problem of defining commuter students has, among
other factors, slowed the development of a comprehensive
understanding of the largest student population in higher edu-
cation. Confusion has existed as to whether adult students
should be included in the definition of "commuter." What
about students who live in rental housing adjacent to the cam
pus? And students at community colleges and urban institu-
tions that have no housingare they commuters or are they
just students? In addition to vague definitions, commuters
are not present on campus all at the same time and thus can-
not be obsetved as a group. Because they do not identify with
one another as comr.;uters and often have limited involve-
ment with the institution, they do not represent themselves
a,; a strong constituency group.

In the last decade or so, the definition of commuter stu-
dents as all students who do not live in institution-owned
housing has emerged as the preferred one (Stewart and Rue

Several major
studies have
identified
commuters as
park - darly
high risks for
attrition.
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1983), and the National Clearinghouse for Commuter Pro-
grams, a number of key professional associations within
higher education, and the authors of the recent reports calling
for reform in higher education have adopted this definition.
Despite the diverse nature of the population, the use of the
broad definition of commuter student promotes recognition
of the substantial core of needs and concerns all commuter
students share. It also encourages institutions to regard their
population of commuter students as an aggregate for the pur-
pose of ensuring that they receive their fair share of attention
and resources.

The Increasing Diversity of Students
in Higher Education
American higher education is characterized by the diversity
of its institutions and its students. Predicted declines in enroll-
ment in the late 1970s and 1980s have not occurred because
of the attendance of an increasingly diverse body of students.
As a result:

The average student today is much different from the
stereotype of a full-time student 18-22 years old, financed
mostly by parents, and living away from home: This descrip-
tion now applies to less than a fifth of those enrolled in col-
leges and universities (Commission on National Challenges
in Higher Education 1988, p. 16).

Fifty-four percent of all college students live off campus, not
with a parent or parents, while 27 percent live with a parent
or parents (U.S. Department of Education 1988, p. 10).

The percentage of traditional-age, full-time residential stu-
dents will continue to decline as we move toward the middle
1990s. The number of high school graduates is expected to
decrease by 25 percent by 1994, and the decline of suburban,
18- to 24-year-old, full-time, white, middleclass students will
be felt most heavily (Hodgkinson 1985).

At the same time, enrollments of adults and part-time stu-
dents have increased dramatically. Over 40 percen, of college
students are 25 ye9rs of age or older (United Way of America
1987). By 1992, more than one-half of the total college enroll-
ment will be over 25, and 20 percent will be over 35 (Hodg-
kinson 1985). Related to the trend in ages as well as to the
escalating costs of higher education, two-fifths of the more

2
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than 12 million individuals enrolled in colleges and univer-
sities in 1985 attended part time. By 1990, over half of all stu-
dents will be enrolled part time (Commission on National
Challenges 1988; Keller 1983).

The composition of students in higher education will con-
tinue to change in other ways. Over 50 percent of all college
students are women. Enrollments of American Indian, Asian,
African-American, and Hispanic students have risen substan-
tially in the last 20 yearsalthough in some cases not at a rate
rapid enough to reflect their proportion of the American pop-
ulation. Projections indicate that by 2000 more than 40 percent
of public school students in the United States will be minority
children and that the college-age population in that year will
be one-third minority (Hodgkinson 1985).

The vast majority of the students in these increasing pop-
ulations are and will continua to be commuters for reasons
of age, life-style, family circumstances, and financial necessity.
Students with spouses, children, and/or full-time jobs are not
likely to live in residence hallsnor are many students from
ethnic cultures that place the highest value on the mainte-
nance of the Family unit (Wright 1987b). And, given that high
proportions of minority and low-income students attend com-
munity colleges and urban institutions that generally do not
have residence facilities, it is clear that the opportunity "to
live in a residence hall is not equally allocated among Amer-
ican college students by ethnicity and income level" (Astin
1985, p. 91).

Although adult, part-time, and minority students enroll
more heav'ty in community colleges and urban four-year insti-
tutions, the approximately 10 million commuter students are
distributed across all types of institutions. An extrapolation
from the results of a 1982 study of student housing by the
American Council on Education shows a distribution of full-
time commuter students as follows: all institutions, 61 percent
commuters; public universities, 68 percent; public four-year
colleges, 66 percent; public two-year colleges, 76 percent;
private universities, 58 percent; private four-year colleges, 41
percent; and private two-year colleges, 50 percent (Stewart
and Rue 1983). While these percentages reflect full-time stu-
dents only, it has been noted that over 40 percent of all stu-
dents attend part time. Thus, if part-time enrollments had
been included in this study, the percentqc?s would be much
higher. The study also indicates that more than one-third of
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all institutions had no housing for students and could be con-
sidered 100 percent commuter campuses (Andersen and
Atelsek 1982).

A Useful Categorization
of Commuter Students
Because the population of commuter students incorporates
a tremendous diversity of students who bring to higher edu-
cation a broad range of goals and needs, it is useful to dis-
tinguish several types of commuter students. One catego-
rization is based on three variables: (1) dependence or
independence in living arrangements, (2) traditional or non-
traditional age, and (3) full- or pan-time enrollment (Stewart
and Rue 1983). Dependent students live at home with parents
or other close relatives who assume parental responsibilities;
independent students live alone, with peers, or with their own
families. Commuters of traditional college age share many
of the developmental needs of their residential counterparts.
Older commuters may be returning to school after a break
In their education, employed in a career position, and with
spouses and children. Commuters' attendance patterns often
reflect their other roles and commitments and affect the
degree to which they may concentrate on their education.

The interactions among these three variables yield eight
distinct subgroups of commuter students, listed in table 1 with
examples of students who might fit into each category. The
number of commuter students in each subgroup varies con-
siderably from institution to institution. A later section ("Insti-
tutional Self-Assessment") addresses the process by which
an institution should assess its particular population of com-
muter students.

The Student-as-Commuter:
Common Needs and Concerns
No matter what commuter students' educational goals are,
where they live, or what type of institution they attend, the
fact that they commute to college profoundly influences the
nature of their educational experience. For residential stu-
dents, home and campus are synonymous; for commuter stu-
dents, the campus is a place to visit, sometimes for vet; short
periods (Likins 1988).

To denote the essential character of the relationship of the
commuter student with the institution of higher education,
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TABLE 1

A CATEGORIZATION OF COMMUTER STUDENTS

Category Example
Dependent, traditional, An 18-year-old freshman who lives at
full time home because of Family reasons or finan-

cial constraints
Dependent, nontradi- A divorcee with children who has
tional, full time returned to her parents' home so she

can attend college full time
Dependent, nontradi- A veteran who lives with parents or other
tional, part time relatives and attends part time
Dependent, traditional, A 19-year-old student who lives at home
part time and works full time
Independent, traditional, An international student who attends
full time full time with full support of the home

government and lives in a rented room
Independent, nontra- A retiree who has returned to school
ditional, full time full time and is supported by a pension
Independent, nontra- An adult with a full-time position and
ditional, part time a family who takes courses to enhance

a career
Independent, traditional, A 20-year-old student who lives in a
part time rented apartment, works to support her-

self, and attends college part time

the term "student-as-commuter" is used in this report.
Although the students themselves are extraordinarily diverse,
a common core of needs and concerns of the student-as-
COMM _er can be identified (Wilmes and Quade 1986):

Transportation issues: The most obvious concerns com-
muter students share are those related to transportation tr
campus: parking, traffic, fixed transportation schedules,
inclement weather, maintaining a car, transportation costs,
and finding alternative means cl transportation. No matter
the mode, commuting is demanding in terms of time md
energy. Commuter students frequently concentrate their
classes into blocks and have little free time to spend on
campus. Convenience in curricular offerings, services, and
programs is of paramount importance.
Multiple life roles: For young and old alike, being a student
is only one of several important and demanding roles. Most

The Student-as-Commuter 5
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commuter students work; many have responsibilities for
managing households and for caring for children, siblings,
or older relatives. By necessity, commuters select their cam-
pus involvements carefully. It is critical that complete infor-
mation about campus options and opportunities reaches
them in a timely manner. The relative value of an activity
is a major factor in their decision to participate.
Integrating support systems: The support networks for com-
muter students generally exist off campus: parents, siblings,
spouses, children, employers, coworkers, and friends in the
community. Each semester, students must negotiate with
family, employers, and friends to establish priorities and
responsibilities and to allot time. These negotiations are
more difficult if significant others have no knowledge about
the challenges and opportunities of higher education. It is
important for institutions to provide opportunities for these
individuals to learn about and to participate appropriately
in the life of the campus.
Developing a sense of belonging: Commuter students often
lack a sense of belonging, of "feeling wanted" by the insti-
tution. Some institutions fail to provide basic facilities, such
as lockers and lounges, which enable students to put down
roots. In many cases, institutions (.1 not provide adequate
opportunities for commuter student to develop relation-
ships with faculty, staff, and other students. Individuals rarely
feel connected to a place where they have no significant
relationships. Students who do not have a sense of belong-
ing complain about the "supermarket" or "filling station"
nature of their collegiate experience.

This report discusses why the relationship of the student-
as-commuter to the institution of higher education has not
been fully understood or incorporated into the design of pol-
icies, programs, and practices and how colleges and univer-
sities can bring about positive changes in this regard. The fol-
lowing section examines the residential nature of the history
and tradition of American higher education and its persistent
ramifications. The following two sections review the literature
on commuting students and present a selection of theories
and models to increase understanding of the st',,dent-as-
commuter. The next section addresses how colleges and uni-
versities can assess their own commuter students and how
well all their students are served by various aspects of the
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institution. And the final section describes the development
of a comprehensive institutional response to the educational
goals and needs of the student-as-commuter.

The StudenasCommutcy 7
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THE EFFECTS OF THE RESIDENTIAL TRADITION

Residential History of American Higher Education
Residence halls have been an essential aspect of American
higher education since its earliest days. Colonial colleges
adopted the residential system from the English model (Eddy
1977; Rudolph 1962; Schneider 1977; Williamson and Biggs
1975). Providing on-campus housing was usually one of the
first priorities of the early colleges, for reasons of necessity
and philosophy. The necessity arose because colleges were
generally located in isolated settings or where boarding facil-
ities were insufficient. Philosophically, it was believed that
young men preparing for the clergy (who were the earliest
college students) should live in settings where their behavior
could be monitored (Delworth, Hanson, and Associates 1980;
Eddy 1977).

The residential model of higher education has become "a
tradition so fundamental, so all-encompassing, that to call it
merely a tradition is to undervalue it. For what is involved
here is nothing less than a way of life, the collegiate way"
(Rudolph 1962, p. 87).

The collegiate way is the notion that a curriculum, a library,
a faculty, and students are not enough to make a college.
.ft is an adherence to the residential scheme of things. It is
respxtful of quiet rural settings, dependent on dormitories,
committed to dining halls, permeated by paternalism. . . .

Not to have the collegiate way would have required cities
cities that could offer up sufficient numbers of students
and that could find rooms in their attics and in their base.
ments for ludents attracted to the college from the sur-
rounding countryside. In the absence of cities and knowing
the English pattern, the founders of Harvard and other colo-
nial colleges naturally subscribed to the collegiate way. By
the time that the colleges in Philadelphia and New York were
under way, the collegiate pattern was not a necessity, for
there were cities. But by then what had been a necessity had
become a tradition, and from then on the founders of
American colleges either adhered to the tradition or clumsily
sought a new rationale (Rudolph 1962, pp. 87-88).

Such students were young, advantaged, and attended day
classes full time.

Throughout the tremendous growth and diversification of
higher education following the Civil War, it was "taken for
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granted that colleges provide housing for students"
(Schneider 1977, p, 126). The initiil concept of the dormitory
as a place where students could be supervised and controlled
gradually shifted toward an educational focus. Around the turn
of the 20th cent-ry, Princeton, Harvard, and the University
of Chicago developed house plans that were influential in
propagating the philosophy that residence living is a key factor
in the education of students (Arbuckle 1953; Delworth, Han-
son, and Associates 1980; Williamson and Biggs 1975). Shortly
after World War I, the student personnel movement became
more formally organized, and residence halls were regarded
as sites for personal and social, as well as educational, devel-
opr lent (Williamson and Biggs 1975).

Ats colleges and universities, especially those in the public
sector, expanded rapidly after World War II, construction of
residence halls boomed. Simultaneously, student personnel
professionals continued to concentrate the majority of their
efforts on the development of intellectual, cultural, and extra-
curricular programs in the residence halls, despite a huge
influx of veterans and other "new" students who commuted
to college.

In the 20 years between 1955 and 1974, the number of col-
lege students more than tripled, expanding from 2.5 million
to 8.8 million (Keller 1983). To handle this explosion of stu-
dents, the United States doubled its college and university
facilities, adding hundreds of new two-year community col-
leges. Because only 2.3 million students were placed in
institution-controlled housing in 1980, when the number of
college students was over 12 million (Andersen and Atelsek
1982), the vast majority of the growth in the student popu-
lation was the result of commuter students. Throughout the
1960s and 1970s, however, the response to this dramatic
increase in the number of commuter students was construc-
tion of new colleges and universities anti expansion of exist-
ing ones, "copying with only minor wrinkles the models of
the past" (Chickering 1974, p. 1). "Staffing patterns, schedul-
ing arrangements, annual cycles of activity, and areas of exper-
tise for student personnel professionals continued to be estab-
lished for ti=litional-age, frill -time, mostly on-campus"
students (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989, p. 228).
Ironically, it was true in community colleges and in 100 per-
cent commuter, four-year institutions as well.
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As the distinctive character of American higher education
evolved, Rudolph's "collegiate way" became a fully developed
undergraduate culture. "College life" (described in detail by
Horowitz 1987), has flourished in four-year residential insti-
tutions since the late 18th century. Fraternal organizations and
intercollegiate athletics formed the bazis of college life; alco-
hol, parties, sex, and campus activities rounded out the pic-
ture. Novels like Fitzgerald's This Side of Paradise and Weller's
Not to Eat, Not for Love vividly captured the essence of college
life. College life, however, never included all students. "Out-
siders" have always existed, and commuters have generally
fallen into this group. Most outsiders neither embraced nor
fought college life; they mainly ignored it (Horowitz 1987).

Even as the number of commuter students continues to
increase in comparison to resident students, the popular
media abound with portrayals of the collegiate experience
in terms of traditional-age students who leave home imme-
diately after high school to go away to college, live on cam-
pus, and attend college full time. Books and films like Love
Story, Animal House, Breaking Away, and Good-bye, Columbus
have become part of American contemporary culture. Each
fall television and newspapers feature stories about students
packing up their cars, saying good-bye to their parents, mov-
ing into residence halls, and meeting their new roommates.

The dominance of the residential tradition of higher edu-
cation continues to exert tremendous, albeit often subtle,
influence on the experience of commuter students. Colleges
and universities regard themselves (and rightly so) as the
keepers of the proud traditions of higher education:

You can still hear the old saw on many campuses, "We
don't do things that way," implying that the present policies
and procedures are rooted in the past and its leader tra-
ditions, and that this is how it should forever be (Keller
1983, p. 67).

Yet this preservationist attitude often leads to failure to recog-
nize the profound changes that have occurred in the popu-
lation of college students who are not represented in the tra-
ditions of the past.

It is not only the tradition-rich residential institutions that
have failed to respond to the increasing numbers and diversity
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of commuter students, While some predominantly commuter
institutions have provided courses during evening and week-
end hours, large parking lots and access to public transpor
tation, and lounges and eating facilities:

. . .there are no significant responses to the special back-
grounds of many commuting students, no attempts to deal
with the difficulties they have in discovering and connecting
with academic programs and extracurricular activities suit-
able to them, and no solutions to the difficulties they face
in building new relationships with students and faculty
members and with the institution itself (Chickering 1974,
p. 3).

Administrators have accepted "the simplistic solution of elim-
inating the residential facilities and maintaining essentially
the same educational programs and processes" (Chickering
1974, p. 3). Commuter campuses "are administered with little
distinction from their counterparts" (Lindahl 1967, p. 10). Sur-
prisingly few differences have been found between student
services at commuter institutions and traditional residential
institutions (Jones and Damron 1987). Urban institutions suf-
fer from "an overvaluing of traditional ways at the expense
of local community needs" (Richardson and Bender 1985,
p. 7), and community colleges have adopted "the same basic
procedures, facilities, and approaches to teaching and learning
that had characterized four-year colleges and universities since
the turn of the century" (Chickering 1974, p. 1).

Attitudes of Fact.4 and Administrators
The majority of today'6 faculty members earned their under-
graduate and graduate degrees at traditional residential insti-
tutions (Grobman 1980; Lindquist 1981; Lynton and Ellman
1987), The time-honored system of instruction with 120 credit
hours of coursework earned between the ages of 18 and 22
is a formula that is ingrained in faculty well before they take
charge of a classroom (Lindquist 1981), Most faculty members
seem to expect the institutions where they teach to be similar
to the institutions they attended and therefore impose the
values and goals of those institutions (e.g., total immersion
in the intellectual community) on their new environments
(Grobman 1980; Lynton and Ellman 1987). The image of a
residential institution is often "perpetuated by the memories
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and experiences of faculty, staff, alumni, and others long after
a shift to a predominantly commuter student population has
taken place" (Stewart 1983, p. 1).

Many administrators and faculty have still not adjusted to
the fact that students frequently attend part time and have
responsibilities for jobs and families (Educational Facilities
laboratories 1977; McLaughlin 1985). It may be difficult for
some professors to accept what may seem to be a lesser aca-
demic commitment. "Most of today's professors and admin-
istrators have acquired, from their own experience as students,
deeply rooted ideas about higher learning that may hinder
their ability to respond to new circumstances" (Lindquist
1981, p. 733). Faculty sometimes shun assignments to an
urban campus (Richardson and Bender 1985), while others
"look down on 'subway circuit' students and treat them as
second-class citizens" (Educational Facilities Laboratories
1977, p. 7). "Administrators may not be able to shake them-
selves of the notion that, if students really cared about a cam-
pus, they would live on it" (Stewart and Rue 1983, p. ,i).

Common misperceptions and myths persist about com-
muter students and reflect outdated or inaccurate perspectives.
One of the most prevalent is to think of traditional-age stu-
dents who live with their parents near the college as "town-
ies" because in the past, such students were admitted under
a different set of standards and were not expected to be full
members of the college community. In a similar vein, another
stereotype of commuters is immature and unable to break
away from parental control. In contrast, the protest era of the
1960s gave rise to the perception of students who lived off
campus as "trouble makers" who rebelled against or were
unable to conform to on-campus living. And commuters, both
traditional age and older, continue to be thought ofas apa-
thetic or uninterested in campus life (Stewart and Rue 1983).

Student Personnel and Student Development
As mentioned earlier, the roots of the student personnel pro-
fession are in the residence halls. It remains true that resi-
dence halls are the largest single employer of student affairs
staff, and residence halls have historically been the site pf
more student development than any other single student ser-
vice (Eddy 1977). Student personnel graduate preparation
programs tend to be located at institutions where student pop-
ulations are mainly of traditional age, where large residence
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hall programs exist, and where policies, services, and pro-
grams focus on 18- to 22-year-old, full-time students (Jacoby
1987). Professional in-service workshops are geared primarily
toward "serving the resident students' particular needs" (Li-
kins 1984). As a result, most cocurricular programming, even
in commuter institutions, is "patterned after and/or is focused
on the residential student" (Hardy and Williamson 1974, p.
47). Staff members And it easier to communicate with resident
students and may not reach out to commuter students because
they feel that commuters are beyond their reach. A similar
problem exists when staff view commuters as primarily eve-
ning or part-time students who are not interested in or do
not need student services (Stewart and Rue 1983).

Since the 1960s, theories and models of student develop-
ment have increasingly become the basis for the education
and practice of student personnel administrators. The models
and theories have been built largely on research on white,
middle-class, traditional-age students at predominantly private,
four-year residential colleges, however (Barr et al. 1988; Stodt
1982). No "systematically organized body of research and the-
ory directly addresses the commuting student, his experien-
ces, and the educational outcomes [that] flow from them"
(Chickering 1974, p. 137). While substantial research doc-
uments the "powerful contribution to personal development
and intellectual competence made by residence on a college
campus," no similar work exists regarding the commuting
experience (Chickering 1974, p. xi).

Largely because residence on campus has been considered
the normative experience of college students, it has been
assumed that commuter students' development would parallel
that of residents or that commuters' environments do not facil-
itate development. This situation is unfortunate, because the
knowledge gained from studying commuter students in all
their diversity and complexity would enhance and expand
our notions of college students' development (Knefelkamp
and Stewart 1983). Speaking of his own research on student
development published in 1969, Chickering ack nowledged
that he had made several assumptions that turned out to be
erroneous, including that most students would be of tradi-
tional age and would live on campus (1984).

The lack of models of student development for commuter
students has led to a plethora of research analyzing commu-
ters in terms of their differences from resident students. Based
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on the models developed and normed on resident students,
much of this research has considered these differences to be
deficits rather than simply differences. Areas of maturation
and growth likely to be more highly developed by commuter
students (e.g., vocational choice and instrumental autonomy)
have not been appropriately incorporated into theoretical
frameworks or models (Knefellcamp and Stewart 1983).

In numerous ways, the collegiate experience is equated
with the residential experience in the minds of educators.
This misconception has profoundly affected the design and
development of institutions and programs, and it continues
to color the way in which faculty and administrators perceive
commuter students and their educational goals. The following
section describes the effects of higher education's residential
tradition on the literature regarding commuter students,

The Student-as-Commuter
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THE LITERATURE ON COMMUTER STUDENTS

Although the body of literature about commuter students is
limited in quantity and breadth, it is difficult to synthesize.
It is possible, however, to distinguish five waves of literature,
each of which evinces common characteristics, themes, and
attitudes. The notion of waves is used to connote the sequen-
tial but not absolutely discrete nature of the phases in the lit-
erature about commuter students. In addition, the use of the
analogy acknowledges the presence of undertows created by
contradictory data and conflicting themes.

The First Wave: Narrow Scope, Negative Images
The literature on the commuter student that preceded the
work of Chickering and Astin in the mid-1970s consisted
mainly of relatively brief descriptive studies of very limited
scope. Most of these studies focused on a traditional-age, full-
time, often single-sex population at a particular time at one
institution. They relied primarily on descriptive or survey data
and self-report. The research was usually based on small sam-
ples, often with low rates of response. For the most part, com-
muters were compared with resident students. Although the
majority of the studies were conducted at four-year, predom-
inantly residential institutions, some attention was paid to
commuter institutions.

In this first wave of research, investigators concentrated
heavily on the areas of academic success and mental health.
They showed considerable interest in determining whether
place of residence affected academic performance and
whether commuters suffered more mental and emotional
problems than students who lived on campus. The body of
literature is problematic and inconclusive, because researchers
who claimed to be studying the same problem frequently did
not examine the same variables, employ the same methods,
or select comparable samples.

Commuters versus residents:
Contradictory findings
Beginning with the earliest research that attempted to relate
place of residence to academic success, the results of the stud-
ies contradict one another. One researcher stated that stu-
dents who lived in residence halls ranked above "home," fra-
temity, and roominghouse students on several measures of
academic performance (Walker 1935), while another found
that where students lived had little bearing on scholastic
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achievement (Van Alstine 1942, cited in Reeve 1966). Several
studies in the 1960s and early 1970s revealed few differences
on academic variables between commuter and resident stu-
dents (Baird 1969; Call 1974; Currier 1962, cited in Reeve
1966; Dollar 1966; Graff and Cooley 1970; Hountras and
Brandt 1970). Another found, however, that students who
lived at home dropped out in much larger proportion than
those who lived in dormitories, apartments, fraternities, or
sororities (Alfert 1966).

The mental health of college students has traditionally con-
cerned educators. A 1955 report on the college student by
the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry was, "like most
books and articles on the college student, . . . obviously
attuned to the needs and problems of the residential student"
(Kysar 1964, p. 472). The report recognized, however, that
the number of "nonresidential" students was growing rapidly
and that not enough was known about their problems to pro-
vide needed help. Lantz and McCrary (1955), believing that
administrators assume that commuters are less emotionally
mature than residents, tested that assumption, but their
research did not substantiate it. Studying 26 variables in rela-
tion to students who lived at home with parents versus those
who lived in residence halls, Drasgow (1958) reported only
five significant differences. Among the differences, it was
shown that residents had more worries or anxieties than com-
muters. On the other hand, another researcher found that
commuters expressed more difficulties regarding finances,
home, and family (Stark 1965). Another study concluded that
commuters had "poorer mental health and curricular adjust-
ment" and "tended to be more beset by lack of self
confidence, feelings of failure and insecurity, and excessive
worry over petty disturbances" than resident students (Graff
and Cooley 1970, p. 56). Other research (George 1971; Sauber
1072) indicated that commuters had different personality
needs but were not necessarily less emotionally healthy or
needed more help than residents.

Before Chickering's Commuting versus Resident Students
(1974), little had been written about differences in satisfaction
with college life, relationships with faculty and fellow stu-
dents, and involvement in cocurricular activities. The findings
of the limited research in these areas are contradictory (Baird
1969; Graff and Cooley 1970; Katz and Associates 1968), sim-
ilar to those regarding academic success and mental health.
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Student personnel practitioners evidenced concern for stu-
dents living in rooming houses, apartments, and private
homes near the campus (Mueller 1961; Shaffer 1959) without
the benefit of research to document students' needs. The first
comprehensive, albeit single-institution, study of students liv-
ing "off campus" but not "at home" indicated that a "great
majority of off-campus students have a favorable impression
of the university and appear satisfied with their experience"
but that "the off-campus student is, in fact, a somewhat mar-
ginal member of the university community" (Prusok 1960,
p. 8). Suggested roles for personnel workers on and off cam-
pus can respond to the needs of students living in the imme-
diate vicinity of the institution (Mueller 1961; Prusok 1960;
Shaffer 1959).

The commuter institution
Although most of the early work attempted to describe the
commuting experience at primarily residential institutions,
the theme of the collegiate experience (or lack of it) at 100
percent commuter institutions began to be developed in the
early 1960s. Primarily urban commuter institutions were char-
acterized as "street-car colleges" where students were pro-
vincial, had little or no identity as college students, and rarely
achieved degrees (Riesman and Jencks 1962, p. 105). San
Francisco State College was described as "a social organization
that resembled that of a factory, to which various people came
for a limited number of hours each day" (p. 173). Commuter
colleges, "often compared to supermarkets" (p. 115), were
purely vocational in nature and did not produce alumni.

The nature of the student body influences the character
of many urban universities. "Street-car college," "subway
university, " and "blue-shirt institution" convey a not always
accurate description of institutions located in big cities. The
commuting student who 4s "half in and half out, half at
college and half at home" is common among undergrad-
uates (Klotsche 1966, p. 17).

Some proposed various ways to make urban commuter insti-
tutions better places to obtain a college education but used
the residential model as their point of reference (Klotsche
1966; Riesman and Jencks 1962; Ward and Kurz 1969).
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Descriptions of experiences as counselors of urban com-
muter students (Kysar 1964; Schuchman 1966) frequently have
been cited as references in works that follow. Assuming that
most students associated a college education with going away
to college, Kysar postulated that the "commuter student has
for various reasons avoided or delayed the normal develop-
mental task of leaving home" (p. 473). Based on this premise
and the fact that many of his clients were first-generation col-
lege students, Kysar hypothesized that greater numbers of
"vulnerable people with a higher potential for mental dis-
order" attended an urban, commuter university than a Lesi-
dential one (p. 480). Likewise, Schuchman observed that
commuters who lived at home had difficulties asserting
independence and finding their own identity and that these
tasks were exacerbated for students of minority and lower
socioeconomic backgrounds. In other urban campus studies,
researchers found that commuters used services less and par-
ticimed less in the social, recreational, and cultural facets
of h., , ter education than residents (Lindahl 1967; Penney and
Buckles 1966).

Perpetuation ofnegative assumptions
Despite the inconclusive and contradictory nature of the pre-
Chickering literature on commuter students, it is rife with
strongly negative characterizations. Much of this work (e.g.,
Harrington 1974; Kronovet 1965; Kysar 1964; Schuchman
1966, 1974) was based on observation rather than on carefully
designed research. Kronovet (1965), for example, stated, with-
out sources, that commuter college freshmen were entangled
in a "state of suspension between the home and the college,"
which "serves only to postpone or block the student's maturity
and self-development" (p. 693). Schuchman (1974) defined
five categories of commuter students and listed their special
developmental tasks, citing only his own descriptive article
from 1966 and a genera; reference on the effect of social class
on parent-child relationships. Based on the assumption that
separation from home following high school is normal, Har-
rington (1974) asserted that commuters experienced "a social
deprivation" because they commonly had "relatively few col-
lege friends and acquaintances" (p. 10).

The impact of these ungrounded statements is com-
pounded because they are cited repeatedly in other articles
as authoritative sources of information. The first review of the
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literature on commuter students was published in 1972 (Har-
rington). It is a singularly negative portrayal that overgener-
alizes the findings of limited studies and condenses them to
highlight only the findings that place commuter students in
an unfavorable light when compared to residents.

The Second Wave:
Major Studies, Increased Interest
Chickering (1974) and Astin (1975, 1977) dominate the sec-
ond wave of literature regarding the experience of commuter
students in higher education. Their work is far greater in
scope and significance than previous research studies, con-
sisting of multi. institutional studies of national samples of
college students over time. Although Chickering acknowl-
edges impending major changes in the students coming to
higher education, however, his study and Astin's include only
first-time, full-time freshmen. In addition to the focus on
traditional-age students, Astin (1975) confined his research
on retention to "traditional collegiate institutions" (p. 147).

Cbkkering's "haves" and "have nots"
Commuting versus Resident Students, the first book to focus
on commuter students and their experiences, makes it clear
that "the residents are the haves and the commuters, the have
nots" in higher education (Chickering 1974, p. 49). When stu-
dents in the national sample were aggregated for all institu-
tions, residents came from families with more education and
higher incomes, had greater high school achievements, par-
ticipated in more extracurricular activities and cultural expe-
riences before college, and had loftier educational aspirations.
"Beginning college with fewer advantages than resident stu-
dents, commuters as a group slip further and further behind
residents . . . . And, as a consequence, college has the effect
of widening the gap between the have-not students and the
haves" (p. 44).

Whatever the institution, whatever the group, whatever the
data, whatever the methods of analyses, the findings are
the same. Students who live at home with their parents fall
short of the kinds of learning and personal development
typically desired by the institutions they attend . . . Students
who live at home, in comparison with those who live in cot
lege dormitories, are less fully involved in academic activ-
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ities, in extracurricular activities, and in social activities
with other students Their degree aspirations diminish and
they become less committed to a variety of long-range goals.
Their satisfaction with college decreases, and they become
lea likely to return (Chickering 1974, pp. 84-85).

Students who lived in rented old campus housing were found
to be an extremely diverse group of students who scored dif-
ferently from both residents and commuters who lived at
home.

Clearly, in this work, the residential college experience is
the benchmark against which all others should be measured.
In it, the academic goals and developmental tasks of resident
students remain unchallenged as the "correct" ones. And the
proposed response"thoughtfal development of new ar-
rangements [that] make residential experiences part of the
fabric of education" (p. 10)simply is not feasible for most
commuter students.

Astin's research on college
impact and dropping out
Based on data collected annually from first-time, full-time
freshmen through the Cooperative Institutional Research Pro-
gram, Astin's study (1975) found that living in a residence
hall as a freshman was associated with reduced possibilities
for dropping out. Similarly, living at home with parents neg-
atively affected persistence when compared with living on
campus. Living in a private room or apartment rather than with
parents was found to be benelwial to men and detrimental
to women. Among the most significant positive effects of liv-
ing on campus versus commuting were involvement in extra-
curricular activities, interaction with faculty, achievement in
academic studies and leadership, career development, social
life, and satisfaction with the undergraduate experience (Astin
1977). Among the implications for educational policy makers
is the need for commuter institutions to provide opportunities
to increase students' involvement and the institution's impact.
"Is it possible to simulate the residential experience, at least
for those eighteen-year-olds coming directly out of high
school in pursuit of a bachelor's degree?" (Astin 1977, p. 257).

Heightened interest in commuter students
In addition toand perhaps as a result ofthe work of Chick-
ering and Astin, the 1970s evidenced an increased interest
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in commuter students and several innovative approaches to
studying their college experiences. In 1972, the National
Clearinghouse for Commuter Programs (NCCP) was founded
at the University of Maryland at College Park as the first
national organization for the purpose of sharing data and
other information about commuter students and about pro-
grams and services designed to meet their needs. With the
assistance of the NCCP, Educational Facilities Laboratories
published the first monograph on services and facilities spe-
cifically for commuter students (1977). This publication, like
the NCCP, broadly defines commuters as all students who do
not live in university-owned housing and describes examples
of good practice in responding to commuters' on-campus
needs. In 1978, the American Coli2ge Personnel Association
created a permanent Commission on Commuter Programs,
citing as one of its goals to conduct research to reveal "the
contradictory information in regard to the stereotyped 'Have
Not' images of the commuter" (Likins 1984, p. 1).

Studies focused on the heterogeneity of commuter students
and on the diverse groups within the population (Educational
Facilities laboratories 1977; Foster, Sedlacek, and Hardwick
1978; Sedlacek et al. 1976; Slade and Jarmul 1975). investi-
gators challenged Chickering's findings regarding the detri-
mental effects of commuting (Davis and Caldwell 1977; Mus-
sano 1976; Pugh and Chamberlain 1976). Researchers also
began to examine why oncampus housing may be a primary
factor in retention and the quality of the college experience,
hypothesizing that such hoting serves a valuable and positive
function of socialization that facilitates adjustment to and sat-
isfaction with the institution (Lacy 1978; Pantages and Cree-
don 1978; Welty 1976).

Nevertheless, articles continued to be published that per-
petuated negative stereotypes of commuters and heavily cited
the preChickering sources that put forth unwarranted con-
clusions (Arthur 1977; Flanagan 1976). For example, using
just. three references (with only Chickering's work based on
research), Arthur concludes Oat "research findings on com
muting students are consistent, no matter what institution,
group, data, or methodology" (p. 317).

The Third Wave: Diversity
Simultaneously with the examination of the effect of residence
on the college experience of traditional college students, the
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literature began to reflect the growing diversity of college stu-
dents, among them "new students" (Cross 1971), adult
learners, ethnic minorities, and students in urban and two-
year college settings. The vast majority of these students are
commuters.

Operationally defined as those "scoring in the lowest third
among national samples on traditional tests of academic abil-
ity," "new students" are of traditional college age, mostly Cau-
casian, and from blue-collar families, and most often attend
community colleges and other open-admissions institutions
(Cross 1971, p. 13). Two-year and urban commuter institu-
tions also enroll a disproportionately high number of minority
students with low family incomes and records of low edu-
cational achievement (Richardson and Bender 1985). The
necessities of economy and academic preparation force most
of these students into commuting from home to college, often
on a part-time basis coupled with part- or full-time
employment.

During the late 1970s and 1980s, a considerable body of
literature on adult students (also called returning students,
stop-outs, reentry students, and older students) was published,
contributing substantially to our understanding of how to facil-
itate adult learning (e.g., Aslanian and Brickell 1980; Brook-
field 1986; Chickering and Associates 1981; Cross 1981a; Kee-
ton and Associates 1976; Knowles and Associates 1984; Knox
1977). Research and descriptive material overwhelmingly indi-
cate that adult learners cannot be regarded as a single, homo-
geneous population. Their motivations to participate in higher
education are influenced by a broad range of attitudes, inter-
ests, values, expectations, and life situations (Aslanian and
Brickell 1980; Hughes 1983). Like other commuting students,
adult Ie2rners have been found to have multiple commit-
ments, of which college is but one (Hughes 1983). Services
designed especially for adult students are also being
addressed (Heermann, Enders, and Wine 1980; Schlossberg,
Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

Although hardly nontraditional students, graduate students
have not been the focus of much research. A few pieces have
recently appeared, describing the stresses faced by graduate
students and their families, analyzing their needs for services,
and suggesting some responses to those needs (Beardsley
and Beardsley 1987; Driscoll and Sinderbrand 1987; McLaugh-
lin 1985; Reisman et al. 1983).
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The Fourth Wave: Commuting as the
Norm and the Imperative to Respond
The fourth wave of literature regarding commuter students
is characterized by a challenge to the residential bias of stu-
dent services and programs and advocacy for a comprehensive
response to commuter students' needs. It pushes beyond
Chickering and Astin in attempting to determine the precise
cause of the seemingly positive effects of living on campus.

Student services
Four categories has, been proposed for sorting the variety
of functions that are and should be performed to improve
the quality of life for commuting students: services, programs,
advocacy, and research (Jacoby and Girrell 1981). A source-
book in the New Directions for Student Servicesseries
debunks myths about commuter students, proposes a com-
prehensive definition and demographic description of the
population, suggests ways in which institutions can organize
to serve commuters, and offers a developmental perspective
of commuter students (Stewart 1983). In 1986, the Council
for the Advancement of Standards for Student Services/Devel-
opment Programs published standards and guidelines for 18
functional areas within student affairs, one of which is for pro-
grams and services for commuter students. A special issue
of the NASPA Journal was devoted entirely to articles about
commuter students and services designed for them (Jacoby
and Burnett 1986b).

Examination of the direct versus
indirect effects of residence
In a national survey regarding retention, most types of insti-
tutions rated commuting iowest among several variables as
a characteristic likely to be found among dropouts (Beal and
Noel 1980). The prevailing factors related to attrition were
low academic achievement, limited educational aspirations,
indecision about major/career, inadequate financial resources,
economic disadvantage, and being a first-generation college
student.

One multi-institution study attempted to assess the effects
of residential living on four measures of outcome: educational
aspirations, satisfaction with college, rate of progress through
college, and intentions to persist or withdraw after two years
of college (Pascarella 1984). With t1 influence of all other
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variables in his causal model held constant, Pascarellacon-
cluded that living en campus (versus commuting) had no
significant, direct effects on any of the four measures of out-
come. Rather, the influence of residence was at best small,
indirect, and mediated through levels of involvement with
faculty and fellow students. Another national study found no
significant, direct influence of residence status on two mea-
sures of students' intellectual and interpersonal self-image
(Pascarella 1985a). The positive influence of living on camp us
was again indirect in that living in residence halls had a sig-
nificant, positive, direct effect on the extent of students' inter-
actions with faculty end peers.

A study of the effects of involvement in college activities
at a commuter institution found large differences in percep-
tions of and satisfaction with the college experience between
students who participated in campus organizations and stu-
dents who did not and concluded that many of the negative
aspects of commuting may be mediated by encouraging par-
ticipation in student activities (Lbrahamowicz 1988, p. 237).
Such studies, which isolate factors (other than living on cam-
pus) that enhance students' persistence and satisfaction, have
strong implications for educational policy and practice.

Institution- specific research on commuters
Institutional research is the necessary foundation for improv-
ing the quality of commuter students' educational experien-
ces. It is encouraging to note that institutions are conducting
several kinds of research on their commuter students. The
University of Cincinnati, for example, regularly surveys its
largely commuter population on a wide variety of topics and
reports findings through a research newsletter. A series of
research reports derived from a longitudinal study of students
at the University of Maryland at College Park analyzes students'
characteristics and behaviors along several dimensions, includ-
ing place of residence. The Ohio State University has pub-
lished extensive descriptive data focusing on the demo-
graphics and levels of involvement of commuter students.

The FM Wave: The Education Reform Reports
Since 1983, numerous national commissions have issued
report after report calling for substantial reform in American
higher education. The reports have attracted much attention
on campuses, in the chambers of government, and In the
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national press. Some concentrate mainly on the curriculum,
while others place learning in a broader perspective.

The floodgates were openedw!th the report on involve-
ment in learning (Study Group 1984), which stressed the
importance of including part-time and commuting students
In learning communities and cocurricular programs and activ-
ities. As for specific recommendations, however, the report
stated only that "short-term but intense periods of residence"
are important for "commuter, adult, and part-time students"
(p. 34). A member of the study group expanded upon some
of the key concepts in the 1984 report, suggesting once again
that policy makers for community colleges and other com-
muter institutions consider funding policies that "encourage
full-time attendance and support special programs (such as
weekend `residencies') designed to compensate for the rel-
ative lack of involvement that typically results from the stu-
dents not living on campus" (Astin 1985, p. 176). The Edu-
cation Commission of the States (1986) echoed many of the
recom nendations of earlier reports, admonishing institutions
"to find ways to ensure greater involvement of all students
in their undergraduate experience, including older students
who commute to campus and have major outside responsi-
bilities like jobs and families" (p. 15).

College: The Undergraduate Experience in America found
a "deep division between commuting and residential stu-
dents" (Boyer 1987, p. 219). The chapter on student residence
(titled "A Home Away from Home") devotes a few pages to
the importance of "bringing commuter students into the life
of the college" (p. 211), observing that "the most obvious
step is to make certain that someone on campus is respon-
sible for assisting nonresidential students" and that an ()ince
should be established where commuters can go to "get help,
file complaints, and learn about the special programs and ser-
vices available to them" (p. 211).

A New Vitality in General Education (Task Group 1988)

goes a few steps farther in suggesting ways to integrate com-
muter students' education into their lives. In addition to
affiliating with campus residences, possibilities include
classroom-based projects that link commuting students with
peers and with off-campus educational and cultural experien-
ces. Although Boyer stated that his report (which is limited
to four-year institutions) will be recognized as relevant to two-
year institutions as well, community college associations have
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released a number of reports focusing specifically on two-
year institutions (Commission on the Future 1988; League
for Innovation 1987; Urban Community Colleges Commis-
sion 1988).

Other than those directed expressly at community colleges,
the reports calling for reform perpetuate the notion that the
residential experience is the normative one and that we have
to find ways for commuters to approximate that experience.
It is a positive development for commuter students that the
reports place the responsibility for assisting students to inte-
grate the educational process with other aspects of their lives
on the institution. The concepts of "involvement," "normal
progress" toward a degree, and "identification" with the insti-
tution, however, must be reexamined and redefined when,
as the reports readily point out, the vast majority of students
in higher education are commuters.

The reports written under the auspices of community col-
lege organizations are particularly effective in explaining wily
traditional models and programs are no longer appropriate
for many of today's students (Commission cn the Future 1988;
League for Innovation 1987; Urban Community Colleges Corn-
mission 1988).

What works with full-time, single, well-prepared residential
students does not necessario, work with part-time students
who have fobs and families and who have often experienced
less academic success in their previous schooling . . . . We
do not suggest a residential four-year college model . . . .

More creative ways must be found to extend the discourse,
build relationships, and stir a spirit of shared goals (Com-
mission on the Future 1988, pp. 7, 30).
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UNDERSTANDING STUDENT-AS-COMMUTER:
Useful Frameworks, Theories, and Models

The theories and research related to the impact of college
on students are based primarily on the experiences of tradi-
tional, residential students. As a result, many discussions of
commuter students have centered on the differences (read
"deficits") of their collegiate experiences when compared
with those of resident students. Further, many institutions
operate on the assumption that what is known about resident
students applies equally well to commuters.

Some of the theories and models developed on traditional,
residential students are transferable to work with other kinds
of students (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989). Mul-
tiple approaches, however, are required to address the diver-
sity of commuter students, tl.eir varied life situations, and their
educational goals. To revise our assumptions about their expe-
riences and development in college and to understand more
fully the nature of their interactions with the institution, the
use of several different conceptual frameworks is necessary.

Effective educational practice is generally based on the-
oretical knowledge (Phillips 1981). A common tool for relat-
ing concepts and theories to practice is the model. While
models cannot capture the full complexity of individuals or
relationships, they can provide useful lenses through which
both researchers and practitioners can attempt to bring a par-
ticular situation into sharper focus (Chaffee 1987).

A variety of frameworks, theories, and models is presented
here because they offer concepts useful in developing a
deeper understanding of the student-as-commuter. This rather
eclectic selection does not represent an attempt to be inclu-
sive or conclusive but rather to encourage the use of a broad
range of approaches in the quest to improve the educational
experience of commuter students.

Human Development
American higher education was founded upon the English
principle of development of the whole human being. Various
definitions of college student developmentthe development
of individuals enrolled in institutions of higher education
have appeared throughout the years. One of the most useful
is ti. definition of college student development as:

the application of human development theory, principles,
and concepts in an educational setting in such a manner
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to identify the forms of development in students to which
the institution is willing and able to commit its resources
in the form of selected strategies designed intentionally to
change students' knowledge, behavior, attitudes, beliefs, or
values (Creamer 1984, p. 3).

Since the 1960s, theories and models of student develop-
ment have flourished. As noted, many of them were created
for use with students aged 18 to 22 and were based on the
experiences of traditional college students, many of them
white, middle-class males who attended mainly private four-
year residential institutions (e.g., Chickering 1969; D. Heath
1968; R. Heath 1964; Kohlberg 1969; Perry 1970). More
recently, attention has focused on the adult years. Several have
presented models of adult development that are important
in understanding the increasing numbers of adult learners
(e.g., Gould 1972; Levinson et al. 1978; Neugarten 1968, 1975;
Valliant 1977).

Because development throughout the human life cycle is
exceedingly complex and not fully understood, no theory or
set of theories can provide a totally adequate description of
development or how developmental change occurs (Newman
and Newman 1979; Rodgers 1980). Although the theories are
somewhat consistent, their comprehensiveness and complex-
ity make them difficult to grasp and to apply. Incorporating
these perspectives into our working knowledge, however,
"can dramatically enrich our ability to hear more perceptively
the diverse meanings underneath the motives and aspirations,
words and deeds" that students bring to institutions of higher
education (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989, p. 246).

It is important to note that theories and models of college
student development in particular and of human development
in general may fail to account for the influence of culture on
the developmental process (Wright 1987a). Most theories pre-
sume that minority students experience developmental phe-
nomena similarly to white students, but a few researchers have
begun to recognize acculturation as a critical dimension of
minority students' development that should be overlaid onto
existing developmental models and theories (Wright 1987a).

In addition, human development clearly differs according
to gender (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989; see, e.g.,
Belenicy et al. 1986 and Gilligan 1982). Research and' models
addressing adult life phases have also begun to highlighu
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differences in gender (Evans 1985b; Schlossberg, Lynch, and
Chickering 1989).

An extensive examination of the relationship between the
development of students in college and the practices of higher
education proposes the concepts of challenge and support:

The institution [that] would lead an individual t, ,ward
greater development must . . . present him with strong chal-
lenges, appraise accurately his ability to cope with these chal-
lenges, and offer him support when they become overwhelm-
ing (Sanford 1966, p. 46).

Development involves challenges that bring about new, more
differentiated responses. If the disequilibrium becomes too
great, however, the individual will retreat; if the supports are
too protective, the individual will also fail to develop (Kne-
felkamp, Parker, and Widick 1978). Thus, it is the balance of
challenges and supports that encourages development.

In an attempt to understand human development and how
educators can encourage it, three types of developmental the-
ories are briefly presented. See Knefelkamp, Parker, and Wid-
ick 1978 and Rodgers 1980 for more complete overviews of
these theoretical perspectives and the original works of the
theorists.

Psycbosocial theory
Psychosocial theorists, building on the work of Erikson (1963,
1968), believe that an individual develops through a sequence
of stages that define the life cycle. Each developmental stage
occurs with the convergence of : particular growth phase and
environmental demands that pose certain developmental
tasks. These tasks include the learning of attitudes, the for-
mation of a particular facet of the self, and the learning of spe-
cific skills that must be mastered to manage that particular
life phase. In general, psychosocial theorists suggest that
development follows a chronological sequence; however,
the timing of the stages and the mastering of the related devel-
opmental tasks are heavily influenced by the society and cul-
ture in which the individual lives.

Erikson provided the foundation for psychosocial theory
by outlining eight stages of psychosocial development
throughout the life span. Although Erikson's concepts lack
the specificity necessary for easy translation into practice, a
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number of theorists have elaborated on or extended a par-
ticular aspect of Erikson's general scheme, specifically exam-
ining the effect of the social climate on shaping the identity
of contemporary college students (Keniston 1971), dividing
Erikson's identity-intimacy phase of young adulthood into
a component set of psychological tasks or "vectors" (Chick-
ering 1969), and identifying aspects of the college environ-
ment that affect growth along those vectors (Chickering 1969).
As mentioned, several theorists have contributed to the body
of work on the middle-adult stages of development (e.g ,

Gould 1972; Levinson et al. 1978; Neugarten 1968).
Taking the psychosocial viewpoint, educators should be

aware of what age their students are, what decisions, concerns,
and needs are likely be to uppermost in their minds, and what
skills and attitudes they need to make those decisions and
to cope with their various developmental tasks (Widick, Kne-
felkamp, and Parker 1980).

Cognitive development
Cognitive development theorists describe and explain devel-
opnent from a different vantage point, based on the work
of Piaget. They understand development as a sequence of irre-
versible stages involving shifts in the process by which the
individual perceives and reasons about the world. The major-
ity of cognitive developmental theories describe universal
sequences of stages that individuals pass through. In some
cases, they specify the typical ages associated with particular
phases of thinking and reasoning.

The cognitive development models of Kohlberg (1969),
Loevinger (1976), and Perry (1970) are most useful in the
higher education setting. Loevinger's model of ego develop-
ment is the most comprehensive. She believes that each stage
of development reflects a core structure that manifests itself
in a specific cognitive style, a distinct intrapersonal concern,
an interpersonal orientation, and an approach to moral issues.

'cause Loevinger's model is based on women throughout
the life cycle, her work is appropriate for use for adult stu-
dents (Widick, Knefelkamp, and Parker 1980). Kohlberg devel-
oped a theory of hierarchical stages of how individuals reason
about moral issues, emphasizing approaches to moral edu-
cation. Perry's cognitive developmental framework focuses
on intellectual and ethical development, encompassing nine
stages or "positions," each of which represents a qualitatively
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different mode of thinking about the nature of knowledge.
The positions, which were developed based on a population
of traditional-age college students, range from a simple, cat-
egorical view of knowledge to a complex, pluralistic view in
which knowledge and truth can no longer be equated (W-
ick, Knefelkamp, and Parker 1980).

For cognitive development theorists, developmental change
occurs when an individual who views the world in a particular
way encounters an idea, problem, or dilemma that causes cog-
nitive conflict demanding a change in mode :A thinking to
handle it. Sanford's concept of challenges and supports in the
educational environment is particularly appropriate to the cog-
nitive developmental perspective. Educators can assess how
students think about important issues and how the environ-
ment challenges and supports their thinking (Widick, Kne-
felkamp, and Parker 1980).

Person-environment
A number of person-environment theorists have conceptu-
alized behavior and development as functions of the person
and of the actual and perceived environments. Within person-
environment psychology are various theoretical perspectives.
Those assuming an interactional perspective suggest that
development is a result of interaction between the person
and the environment (e.g., Holland 1973; Stern 1970). Other
person-environment approaches (e.g., Roe 1957) focus on
individual personal characteristics as the primary determinant
of behavior and as the link of the person to the environment
or situation. The environment perspective ,e.g., Barker 1968;
Moos 1976, 1979) suggests that the context or situation is the
determining variable and that an individual's behavior varies
from one environment to another (Walsh and Betz 1985).

No theory of the environment or of person-environment
interaction is as complete or validated as the more sophis-
ticated psychosocial and cognitive development theories
(Huebner 1980). The concept of person-environment con-
gruence that emerges from the work of several of the major
theorists is useful, however. A good "fit" between persons
(their needs, goals, expectations, and attitudes) and the envi-
ronment (its demands, supports, and the characteristics of
the persons who inhabit it) is generally hypothesized to have
a positive impact on the individual. Congruence between per-
son and environment promotes satisfaction, productivity,
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achievement, and growth, while incongruence creates stress
and dissatisfaction and inhibits growth and performance
(Huebner 1980).

The constructs of person-environment theory have recently
been applied to the study of the effects of transportation, par-
ticularly commuting, on individual well-being. Several studies
focus on commuters' stress related to the degree of imped-
ance encountered by commuters to and from work (Novaco
et al. 1979; Stokols and Novaco 1981; Stokols et al. 1978).
Sources of impedance include any circumstances (e.g., traffic
congestion, a late bus or subway, poor road conditions, park-
ing difficulty) that retard or otherwise interfere with one's
movement between two points. High-impedance commutes
have been shown to be more stressful than low-impedance
commutes, and stress on commuters has been associated with
differences in mood and their performance of tasks (Novaco
et al. 1979; Stokols and Novaco 1981; Stokols et al. 1978).

Campus Ecology/The Ecosystem Model
With its roots in person-environment theory, campus ecology
is concerned with the interactions between students and the
educational environment. Crookston's definition has been
used to explain campus ecology:

is the systematic coordination and integration of the total
campus environmentthe organization, the structures, the
space, the functions, the people, and the relationships of
each to all others and to the whole--toward growth and
development as a democratic community (Banning 1980,
p. 208).

Design of the ecosystem is based on this ecGlogical per-
spective and provides a methodology to design and redesign
the campus environment. The ecosystem model recognizes
that unsatisfactory educational outcomes may be the result
of a deficit in the environment rather than in the student. The
campus is viewed as the client and therefore the target for
intervention (Hurst 1987). The seven steps in the design pro-
cess are as follows:

1. Designers, in conjunction with community members,
select educational values.

2. Values are then translated into specific goals.
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3. Environments are designed that contain mechanisms to
reach the stated goals.

4. Environments are fitted to students.
5. Sr,dents' perceptions of the environments are measured.
6. Students' behavior resulting from environmental percep-

tions is monitored.
7. Data on the environmental design's successes and failures,

as indicated by students' perceptions and behavior, are
fed back to the designers so they can continue to learn
about student-environment fit and design better environ-
ments (Banning 1980, pp. 215-16).

Intervention can begin at any step in the process. If the
campus has not yet been constructed, the design process
would begin at step one. Because most institutions have
already established environments, values, and goals, however,
the design process would more likely begin at step five with
measuring students' perceptions of the campus.

The ecosystems model is based on the beliefs that every
student possesses the potential for a variety of behaviors and
that a given campus environment may encourage or inhibit
one or more of these behaviors. The wide range of individual
differences among students requires the creation of a variety
of campus subenvironments. Successful campus design
according to the ecosystems model must consider the diver-
sity of students and depends upon participation of all campus
members, including students, faculty, staff, administration,
and governing boards (Banning and Hughes 1986).

Historical responses to the presence of commuter students
on campus have placed the burden of adapting on the stu-
dents themselves. Often, when commuter-specific services
are provided, close scrutiny reveals that the environmental
accommodation is minimal and peripheral. Campus ecology
through the ecosystem design process demands institutional
change to improve the fit between the student-as-commuter
and the campus. For example, rather than requiring commuter
students to adjust their work schedules to attend classes or
to use services, the institution should adjust its patterns of
scheckding courses and hours of operation (Banning and
Hughes 1986).

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
Although Maslow's work (1982) could have been included
with theories of human development, it is singled out here
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because of its important implications for the student-as-
commuter. Maslow's theory of priority of needs has been
applied within the context of higher education to the devel-
opment of student services (Eddy 1977), assessments of needs
(Evans 1982), orientation programs (Moore, Peterson, and
Wirag 1984), and retention interventions for low-income stu-
dents (Valverde 1985).

According to Maslow, an individual cannot attend to higher-
level needs when basic news are not yet met. From lowest
to highest, Maslow's hierarchical needs are (1) physiologi-
cal shelter, food, and sleep; (2) safetyprotection against
harm, security, consistency; (3) belongingness and love
acceptance, affection; (4) esteemself-respect, worth, status;
and (5) self-actualizationdevelopment of full potential and
individuality.

This hierarchy is particularly useful in thinking about the
experience of commuter students both on and off the campus.
As a result of their various situations, commuter students are
often preoccupied with satisfying their lower-level needs. It
is essential for institutions to provide services to help meet
students' basic needs for housing, transportation, food, secu-
rity of person and possessions, health care, and child care.
On the next level, all students need to feel a sense of belong-
ing to and acceptance by the campus community. Before
students can take full advantage of the institution to achieve
self actualization, their need for esteem must be met: The
institution must demonstrate respect for the worth of each
individual and accord membership in the community. A stu-
dent who has not found satisfactory living or transportation
arrangements is not able to concentrate fully on Glasswork
or likely to participate, in cocurricular programs. Similarly, a
student who feels like a second-class citizen would most likely
not seek out within the campus community the kinds of risk-
taking experiences that lead to personal growth.

Mattering
The concept of mattering (Rosenberg and McCullough 1981)
is related to Maslow's needs for belongingness and esteem.
Mattering is defined as "the feeling that others depend on
us, are interested in us, are concerned with our Fate, or expe-
rience us as an ego-extension" (Rosenberg and McCullough
1981, p. 165). Rosenberg's research on adolescents indicates
that those who feel that they matter to others will be less
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likely to commit delinquent acts. A "mattering scale" has been
developed for use in determining whether policies, practices,
and classroom activities in higher education are geared toward
making adult students feel that they matter (Schlossberg,
Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

The construct of marginality has been identified as the polar
opposite of mattering (Schlossberg 1985). Commuter students
have been and have felt marginal in colleges and universities
since they first participated in American higher education.
While feeling marginal during a period of transition into a
new role or environment is to be anticipated, institutions
should employ policies and practices that make all students
feel that they matter to the institution, that they are central
rather than marginal. The next section presents a list of ques-
tions regarding a wide range of areas, including mission,
admissions, classroom environments, facilities, and funding
practices, that institutions can use to assess whether commuter
students truly miner.

Involvement/Talent Development/Integration
Research suggests that the more time and effort students
invest in the learning process and the more intensely they
engage in their own education, the greater will be their
growth, achievement, and satisfaction with the college expe-
rience and their persistence toward attainment of their edu-
cational goals (Study Group 1984). Two fundamental prin-
ciples of educational excellence form the basis of the Study
Group's recommendations:

1. The amount of a student's learning and personal devel-
opment associated with any educational program is
directly proportional to the quality and quantity of the stu-
dent's involvement in that program.

2. The effectiveness of any educational policy or practice
is directly related to the capacity of the t policy or practice
to increase students' involvement in learning (p. 19).

The concept of s,..idents' involvement, incorporated into a
talent development view of higher education, holds that a
high-quality institution is one that "facilitates maximum
growth among its students and Faculty and that can document
that growth through appropriate assessment procedures"
(Astin 1985, p. 77). "We in higher education increasingly think
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of ourselves not as being in the education business but as
being in the talent businesstalent identification and devel-
opment" (Noel 1985, p. 2). Learning and personal growth
occur best in institutional environments where students'
talents can be identified and developed (Noel 1985).

Many commuter students cannot become involved in the
same ways that traditional-age, residential students can. More
research is needed on the application of involvement theory
to commuters' college experience. "Adult learners are inter-
ested in trying to connect their educational experience to the
rest of their lives, and the more they can do that, the more in-
volved they become" (Actin, cited in Richmond 1986, p. 93).

A model for understanding the process of student with-
drawal is based on the degree of social and intellectual inte-
gration within the institution (Tinto 1987). This model pos-
tulates that a student's background characteristics at the time
of entry influence initial commitments to the institution and
to graduation. This combination of background characteristics
and initial commitments in turn influences the student's aca-
demic and social integration into the institution. Students
decide to leave when they are not adequately integrated into
the academic and social realms of the institution, and their
background characteristics influence the decision to withdraw
only indirectly (Tinto 1987).

The concepts of belonging, mattering, involvement, and
integration are all interrelated. They are important in assessing
to what extent the institutional environment is positive for
commuter students.

Transition Theory
A recent spate of professional and popular literature describes
he multitude of transitions that make up adulthood, espe-

colly in the early and middle years (Aslanian and Brickell
1S 30; Schlossberg 1984). A transition is broadly defined as
"ally event or nonevent that results in change in relationships,
routines, assumptions, and/or roles within the settings of self,
work, family, health, and/or economics" (Schlossberg 1984,
p. 43). Life transitions often serve as reasons for seeking learn-
ing (Asla &Ilan and Brickell 1980). Transition theory "can be
applied to learners young or old, male or female, minority
or majority, urban or rural" (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chick-
ering 1989, p. 13).



A transition can be an event, such as returning to school
after working for a number of years, or a nonevent, such as
stopping out and reentering college over a long period of
time without achieving a degree. Transitions, whether events
or nonevents, change the ways individuals view themselves
and alter their roles, routines, and relationships within the
family, the workplace, the community, and the institution of
higher education (Schlossberg, Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

A transition is not so much a matter of change as it is the
individual's perception of the change (Schlossberg 1984).
Thus, a transition (e.g., an 18-year-old's enrolling in a local
community college while living at home) may be perceived
as an event by some individuals and as a nonevent by others.
The student's family may or may not view the transition the
same way the student does. Students entering higher edu-
cation may be simply adding a role to the others they already
hold or completely redefining their roles by leaving a full-
time job or placing children in day care, for example. College
and university personnel should be aware that many of their
students are in transition and should be prepared to assist
them in adjusting to their new roles, challenges, and
relationships.

Family Systems
Many commuter students live with their families. In the case
of traditional-age students, it usually means parent(s) and/
or siblings. Others live with their spouses and children.
Grandparents or other relatives may be present in either sit-
uation. Several studies indicate that family relationships play
a crucial role in the overall college experience of commuter
students (Schuchman 1966; Sullivan and Sullivan 1980; Wil-
son, Anderson, aid Fleming 1987).

Family systems theorists identify ways in which an individ-
ual's life is governed by the family (Bowen 1978). Knowledge
of the workings of family units is important in understanding
what are often the most influential relationships for the
student-3F. Yimmuter. Eight important characteristics of the
functional family help to clarify the differences between func-
tional and dysfunctional families:

1. Family members see attractiveness and purpose in being
together and support and encourage each other.
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2. They respect each other's views and appreciate each oth-
er's ways of thinking and feeling.

3. They communicate openly and feel secure and positive
about expressing their feelings about themselves and
others,

4. Family members exhibit a high level of initiative and
accomplishment rather thkai avoidance and
procrastination.

5. Parents are dose and affectionate with one another and
in regard to their parenting.

6. Family members experience cicseness with a high degree
of individuation and support o`.' autonomy.

7. They are open to new experiences and appreciate spon-
taneity without engaging in rigid and stereotypic behaviors
that were more appropriate in the past.

8. Family members show a willingness to negotiate rather
than to control. Clear lines of authority and responsibility
exist without domination and authoritarianism (Andrews
1979, pp. 172-73).

If families are dysfunctional along one or more of these
dimensions, the life of the student will be profoundly affected.
One study showed that a considerable number of commuter
students who were having academic or social difficulties
also were experiencing some type of family crisis (Schuch-
man 1966).

Students whose family financial situations force them to
live at home although they .;itmild prefer living on campus
may feel "trapped ' and that their parents are stifling their
independence. Parents, on the other hand, may feel guilty
and hold themselves responsible for hampering the student's
ability to take full advantage of being in college. Some stu-
dents may feel intense pressure to succeed in college if their
parents daily reinforce their view that the student's college
degree is the only means of improving the family's socioeco-
nomic status. Other students may find parents, spouses, or
children unfavorably disposed toward college because they
do not see the value of higher education or because they
resent the amount of time and energy the student spends in
related activities (Jacoby 1983).
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INSTITUTIONAL SELF-ASSESSMENT

The Need for Institution-Specific Research
A fundamental responsibility of institutions of higher edu-
cation is to conduct research and evaluation to determine to
what extent students' educational goals and needs are being
met. This assertion is confirmed in a wide variety of literature
pertinent to higher education, including works on strategic
planning, organizational development, marketing, assessment
of outcomes, retention, and educational reform.

A high-quality institution is one that knows about its students
[and] has a method for gathering and disseminating

this information, enabling it to make appropriate adjust-
ments in programs or policies when the student data indi-
cate that change or improvement is needed. In other word
quality is equated here not with physical facilities or faculty
credentials but rather with a continuing process of critical
self-examination that focuses on the institution's contri-
bution to the student's intellectual and personal develop-
ment (Astin, cited in Keller 1983, p. 132).

Unfortunately, institutional research in general and on com-
muter students in particular has been lacking. In addition to
the reasons identified earlier, other factors apply directly to
Institution-specific research:

Defining the population of commuter students has been
problematic.
Much of the awareness of commuter students and their
needs has occurred at a time when most institutions are
faced with shrinking resources.
Low group identity and limited affiliation with the institution
have caused commuters to seem "invisible" and easily over-
looked (Stewart 1985, p. 165).

This sparsity of institutional research is especially inopportune
because of the inconsistent and inconclusive nature of the
literature on commuter students.

Even if the literature on commuter students were more
definitive, however, it is not good practice to transfer con-
clusions about commuter students from national studies to
a particular institution or from one inst:i(ition to another.
Although commuter students share a conimoi, core of needs
and concerns, the population of commuters is extremely
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diverse and consists of different groups, not all of which are
represented on each campus. What on one campus may be
a useful and accurate statement about commuter students and
their needs may be inaccurate and misleading on another.

Investigators who conduct national studies of students and
the impacts of higher education agree that national research
does not eliminate the need for institution-specific research
and evaluation (Astin 1977; Chickering 1974; Pascarella 1982;
Tinto 1987). Distinctions between commuters and residents
"can be misleading if applied indiscriminately because there
are significant variations among different types of institutions"
(Chickering 1974, p. 49). Because higher education changes
constantly, it is difficult "to be sure that effects observed in
earlier long-term studies will apply to the future" (Astin 1977,
p. 192). Only campus-based assessment can evaluate each
institution's general approach to educating its commuter stu-
dents and assess how each aspect of the institution responds
to their needs.

No attempt can be made here to describe and compare var-
ious methods of collecting data. Instead, this section addresses
the kinds of information that an institution must acquire about
its students, its programs, facilities, services, operating assump-
tions, and environment, and the nature of students' interac-
tions with the institution.

What an Institution Needs to Know about Its
Commuter Students: Questions to Ask
Whether an institution has a small number of commuters or
serves only commuters, basic questions must be answered
if the institution is to understand who its students really are.
It has already been established that commuter students are
extraordinarily diverse and that the nature of the commuter
population is distinct at each institution. In addition, the corr.
plexity of commuter students' life-styles and the multiple
demands upon their time and energies require a wide range
of information to be gathered if the nature of their relation-
ship to higher education is to be understood.

Knowing the answers to the following basic questions will
enable institutions to take the first step in dealing with the
key issues related to the educational experience of the
student-ascommuter.
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What percentage of the student population are commuters?
How many students fall in the traditional age of 18 to 22
years old? How many are between 22 and 25? Between 25
and 35? Between 35 and 45? Between 45 and 55? Over 55?

Younger commuters, like residents, may identify strongly with
being a college student and may desire a traditional :ollege
experience. Older students usually h-ve different needs and
expectations. Theorists who study and adult devel-
opment confirm that adults of various ages are working on
a variety of developmental tascs that may or may not be age
specific. They significantly affect the student's education.

What are the percentages of students by sex?
How do they break down by ethnic background?

Recent literature highlights numerous and important indi-
vidual differences by gender and ethnicity. Women's devel-
opmental tasks differ in some ways from men's, and women
particularly those returning to higher educationmay have
different educational motivations. In addition, critical distinc-
tions exist between minority groups and the majority pop-
ulation as well as among various minority groups.

How many attend full time, how many part time? When are
they on campus: five days or two? Day or evening? All day
or an hour at a time? Weekends only?

Full-time commuter students may want to participate actively
in traditional college life. Part-time students, on the other
hand, may want to get in and out as quickly as possible, plac-
ing a higher value on convenience than on campus life. Know-
ing when students are on campus obviously is essential in
scheduling classes and activities and determining hours of
availability for services and facilities.

What is the socioeconomic status of students and their fam-
ilies? What is the level of education of their parents, other
family members, and peers?

Research indicates that these factors trc among the most pow-
erful of the preenrollment characteristics in their influence

Adults of
various ages
are working
on a variety
of
developmental
tasks tat may
or may not be
age specific.
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upon the nature and success of the student's collegiate expe-
rience. At some institutions, a large proportion of commuter
and/or part-time students may come from families of lower
socioeconomic status where higher education has not been
a priority. At others, the situation is different, and virtually no
significant distinctions exist among students along these lines.

How do students finance their education? Do they depend
on their parents or spouses? Are they financially indepen-
dent? Do they receive financial aid?

Some students commute and/or attend part time because their
families do not have sufficient resources to send them away
to college or to permit them to attend full time. Financially
independent students may not be financially stable, and their
college attendance may be intermittent. Financial aid is often
not sufficient to meet the real needs of full-time commuter
students, and aid to part-time and adult students is often
limited.

What is their employment status? Do they work full time
or part time? How many hours per week? On or off campus?

Students who are fully employed in careers are likely to have
different educational needs from those who work in part-time
jobs to support themselves while in school. Numerous studies
document that part-time work on campus contributes to reten
tion, while working over 20 hours per week off campus has
the opposite effect.

What about family status? Do students live with their par-
ents? What is their marital status; Do they have children?
Other family responsibilities?

Negotiations with family members are required to establish
priorities, commitments of time, and responsibilities. Parents,
spouses, and children may be significant sources of support
or they may not understand the value of higher education and
why it consumes so much of the student's time and energy.
Family transitions (e.g., divorce, remarriage, birth, death) have
multiple ramifications for students. Responsibilities for the
care of young children and older relatives can be time-
consuming and emotionally tiring.
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Where do students live? With relatives, roommates, or alone?
In what type of housing? Are they responsible for rent or
mortgage payments?

Students, like other people, spend more time at home than
in any other place. The nature of their living arrangements
determines the kinds of chores they must perform and directly
affects their ability to concentrate on studying. Responsibility
for rent or mortgage payMents has considerable financial
implications.

How far do students live from campus?
What are their modes of transportation?

Commutingwhether by walking, bicycling, driving, or public
transportationconsumes time, energy, and financial re-
sources. Commuter students often have concerns about safety
and security, particularly at night. Use of public transportation
involves 'adhering to fixed schedules, usually not optimal, and
often the inconvenience of using several modes of transit.
Drivers are subject to traffic jams, parking problems, car main-
tenance, sharing vehicles with other family members, and the
occasional need to seek alternate means of transportation.
Long-distance commuters find it particularly difficult to get
to campus when their cars break down. On occasion, inclem-
ent weather may prevent commuters from reaching the
campus.

Do students come from the local area? From other parts of
the state? From far away? From foreign countries?

Students commuting to a college near their homes and/or
attending port time may feel that they are missing out on the
"real" college experience of going away. They may feel that
campus life is for full-time or residential students and may
spend their spare time with high school friends or in com-
munity activities. On the other hand, students who come f Jin
farther away are faced with more complex issues of settling
and adapting to local customs than students who move into
residence halls. International students must make additional
and more substantial cultural adjustments.

Why do students choose to attend this institution?
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What are their educational goals?

Students choose the institut ins they attend for a wide variety
of reasons. They may be bound by location, cost, or admission
policy to attend a local institution. Others choose to commute
because they prefer to live with family or to save money or
because they believe the local institution will provide a high-
quality collegiate experience. Still others may be attracted by
a particular aspect of the institution, such as a specialized aca-
demic program, convenient class scheduling, or necessary
services like child care. Students may or may not have clear
academic and vocational goals. They may intend to complete
their education in four -year, lock-step fashion or on a part-
time, stop-in/stop-out basis.

What are the relative academic abilities of commuter stu-
dents? Do they need significant remedial aid?

National research offers conflicting views regarding the aca-
demic abilities of commuter students. It is absurd to assume
that commuters in general or any group at a specific institu-
tion have deficient skills. It is important, however, for each
institution to determine whether certain grorps of students'
academic abilities differ so that appropriate remedial and
other support services can be provided.

Frequently, much of the data required to answer these ques-
tions already exist at the institution and are available through
admissions, financial aid, registration, and institutional
research offices. Standardized reports Provided to the insti-
tution from such sources as the College Board, the American
College Testing Program, and the Cooperative Institutional
Research Program can supplement data collected by the insti-
tution. Where data do not exist, the addition of key variables
to various methods of collecting data that are already in place
can often provide what is needed. Moi e and more institutions
conduct separate demographic and descriptive studies of their
commuter, part-time, and/or adult students. The National
Clearinghouse for Commuter Programs maintains an active
file of instruments and reports from these studies.

Developing an Institutional
Profile of Commuter Students
A model proposed by Rhatigan (1986) is a useful example
of one method for developing an institutional profile of com
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muter students. Once some of the questions have been an-
swered, it is possible to identify combinations of factors that
characterize key groups that merit further investigation. Rhat-
igan suggests the creation of couplet based on variables iden-
tified as important at a specific institution (see table 2).

Any number of couplets could be added, including
employed/not employed, married/single, first- time /returning,
and long commute/short commute. Once the couplets of par-
ticular relevance to the institution are determined, they are
combined to form a series of student profiles. As table 3 dem-
onstrates, Rhatigan distinguishes "collegiate" from "older"
combinations.

By combining the couplets, a geometric progression is
developed. Table 3 includes only five (C -O, DB-OG,
M -W, MAJ-MIN) of the eight couplets listed in table 2, resulting
in 32 possible combinations (the combinations shown on
the bottom half of table 3 using five variables). Using all eight

TABLE 2

VAMABLES DESCRIBING COMMUTER STUDENTS

Code Couplets Studied
C Collegiate (age 18-23)
0 Older (than age 23)

DB Degree bound
OG Other goals

FT Full time
PT Part time

M Men

Women

MAJ Majority race

MIN Minority race

NR No significant remedial problems
SF. Significant remedial problems

HA High ability
IA Low ability

HI High income
LI Low income

Source Rhatigan 1986, p. 6.
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TABLE 3

COMBINATIONS OF VARIABLES

"Collegiate" Combinations
C-DB

COG

CDB-FT
CDB-PT

C-0G-FT
C-OG-PT

C-DB-FT-M

CDB.PT -M

C-DBMW
CDBPT-W
C-OG-FT-M

COG-PT -M

C-OG FT-W

C-OG-PT-W

C-DB-FT-M-MAJ

C-DB-PT-M-MAJ

C-DB-FT-WMAJ

C-DB-PT-W-MAJ

CDB-FT-M-MIN

C-DB-FTM-MIN

C-DB-FT-W-MIN

C-DB-PT-W-MIN

C-OG-FT-M-MAJ

C-OG-FT-M-MAJ

C0G-IT-W-MAJ
C OG-PT-W-MAJ

C-0G-ET-M-MIN

C-OG-FT-M-MIN

C0G-FT-W-MIN
C-OG-PT-W-MIN

"Older" Combinations
0DB
0-0G

0-DB-FT

O-DB-PT

0-0GFT
0-0G-PT

O-DB-FT-M

O-DB-PT-M

O-DBFT-W

0-DB-PT-W

0-0G-FT-M
0-0G-FT-M
0-0G-FT-W
0-0G-PT-W

O-DB-FT-M-MAJ

O-DB-PT-M-MAJ

0-DB-FT-W-MAJ

0-DB-PT-W-MAJ

ODB-FT -M-MIN

O-DB-PT-M-MIN

0-DB-FT W-MIN

0-DB.FT-W-MIN

0-0G-FT-M-MAJ

0-0G-PT-M-MAJ

0-0G-FT-W-MAJ

0-0G-FT-W-MAJ

0-0G FT-M-MIN
0-0G-FT-M-MIN
0-0G-FT-W-MIN

0-0G-PT-W-MIN

Etc. Etc.

Source: Ithatigan 1986, p. 7.
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of Rhatigan's couplets forms 256 potential categories of stu-
dents. One can take the analysis as far as one wishes, using
any set of variables that seems useful and appropriate to the
institution (Rhatigan 1986). Once the profiles are developed,
they can be used in assessing the various impacts of the insti-
tution on particu(ar groups of students.

Assessing the Institutional Environment from
the Perspective of the Student-as-Commuter
The institution's climate and self-image, the environment
inside and outside the classroom, and the facilities, services,
and programs should be thoroughly examined from the per-
spective of all the groups in the profile of the student body.
For example, a residential college with a relatively small per-
centage of commuter students will want to ask itself whether
commuters are simply tolerated because they help pay the
bills or whether they are full partners on campus (Boyer 1987,
p. 212). A large university with a high proportion of full-time,
18- to 22 -year -old commuters will want to determine whether
the quality of the educational experience they receive is com-
parable to that of residential students. And an institution that
has only commuters should assess whether all studentsfull
or pan time, adult or traditional age, day or eveningare
served equally well by all aspects of the institution.

Organized into categories, the following list proposes ques-
tions institutions should ask themselves in assessing whether
all their students benefit equitably from the institution's offer-
ings. Based on the profile of the student body that emerges
from the data collected using the variables in the first part of
this section, each institution should adapt the questions
accordingly. For a comprehensive instrument specifically
designed to assess institutions from the perspective of the
adult learner, readers are dire., ,ed to the self-study assessment
compiled by the Commission on Higher Education and the
Adult Learner (1984).

Mission, image, publications
All too often, an institution clings to a vision of itself that no
longer reflects the composition and educational goals of many
of its students. The ramifications can be far-reaching indeed
when the image of an institution as traditionally collegiate
(and perhaps predominantly residential)which is incon-
gruent with its present realitiesis perpetuated in the minds
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of its trustees and top officials, its mission statement, and its
publications.

Does the mission clearly reflect the present nature of the
institution and its student body?
Does the mission statement avoid terms ("traditional," "res-
idential," "collegiate") that current and potential students
could perceive as exclusionary?
Do members of the governing board, top administrators,
development officers, and public relations staff understand
and describe the institution and its student body accurately?
Are members of the institutional community proud of the
institution as it is (e.g., urban, primarily commuter, serving
large numbers of nontraditional students) rather than wish-
ing it could be more "traditionally" collegiate?
Does the institution present itself accurately in its publi-
cations? For example, do publications include photographs
representing all types of students? Do they reflect a variety
of life-styles?

RecruttmenS admissions, articulation
Effective education depends on a sound match between stu-
dents' educational goals and needs and an institution's ability
to provide the appropriate opportunities, environment, and
support. It is incumbent upon recruitment and admissions
officers to ensure, to the best of their abilities, mat this fun-
damental congruence exists. Because commuter students may
have more limitations (often those of location and/or finan-
ces) on their choice of college, it is particularly critical to
ascertain before admission that a good fit exists between what
the student seeks and what the institution offers.

Do recruiters and admissions staff clearly understand the
institution's desired "mix" of students 43 achieve a richly
diverse student body with enough commonality to support
the institution's general mission and purpose?
Do rea uiters target facilities in. the local area beyond high
schools (e.g., community centers, primary employment
sites)?
Are preadmission publications available wr those sites and
others, such as public libraries?
Are recruiters and admissions personnel able to explain the
demographics and varying life-styles of the student body?
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Do recruitment and admissions officers provide prospective
commuter students with thorough and accurate information
about housing, transportation, other basic commuter ser-
vices offered, and campus life?
Does the admissions office use a system of evaluation (other
than high school grades and SAT scores) that reflects the
life status of a wide variety of prospective students (e.g.,
noncognitive measures, interviews, learning and experience
acquired through work and volunteer service)?
Do policies of articulation between the institution and its
feeder colleges enable a smooth transition for transfer
students?

Funding and equitable fees
Often shifts in the composition of the student body occur
without accompanying shifts in funding priorities. The estab-
lishment o1 an equitable ratio between fees and use of ser-
vices is essential if all groups of the student population are
to reap their fair share of benefits from the institution.

Are commuter institutions that emphasize flexible schedul-
ing of classes and services to meet the needs of part-time
students placed at a disadvantaf by state funding formulas
based on full-time enrollment?
Do services financed by student fees benefit the entire stu-
dent population?
If "traditional" services and activities are provided at no cost
to users, are other services and activities (e.g., child care,
family-oriented activities) offered on the same basis?
Is revenue generated directly by certain groups of students
(e.g., commuters on a largely residential campus, evening
students at a primarily day institution) used to support ser-
vices and programs specifically for those group,:
Are funds for programs and other activities distributed equit-
ably across all student groups?

Orientation and transition programs
Appreciation is growing throughout higher education of the
importance of the transition into (or back into) the institution
for new students, returning students, transfer studentsand
their families.

Does the orientation program make all students feel equally
welcome to the campus community?
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Does the program offer all students a chance to think
through their educational goals and to learn about institu-
tional opportunities and resources that can help them meet
their goals?
Do occasions exist early on for students to meet other stu-
dents who are like them?
Do all students have an equal opportunity to meet Faculty
and staff members and to learn about the campus "culture"?
Are orientation activities appropriate for all students?
Are various options for orientation available (e.g., weekday,
evening, and weekend programs, individualized formats,
extended orientation. courses, video cassettes for home
use)?

Curriculum and classroom
The single sure opportunity an institution has for significant
interaction with its commuter students is in the classroom.
The nature of the classroom experience is critical in engaging
students in learning and in motivating them to achieve their
educational goals and to become involved in other aspects
of campus life.

Do scheduling policies accommodate all students, including
those who need "twilight" (4 to 6 Rm.) evening, or week-
end classes as well as classes that meet once or twice a week
rater than four times? Are all types of classes (e.g., upper-
level, laboratory, and language) offered in alternative
formats?
Is a wide variety of courses offered during summer sessions?
On a short-term intensive basis during breaks?
Do full-time professional faculty teach evening as well as
day classes?
Does the institution encourage active modes of learning
and interaction in the classroom?
Do faculty integrate out-of-class learning and experiences
into the curriculum?
Do Faculty consider commuter students' life-styles when
structuring assignments (e.g., offering alternatives to group
projects or projects requiring extensive time in campus
libraries and computer facilities)?
Does the institution have a program to identify students who
are having difficulty and offer them assistance?
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Are different kinds of remedial programs readily available
(e.g., evening and weekend hours in the learning center,
computer-assisted programs, peer tutoring, materials for
home use)?

Educational and career planning,
academic advising, counseling
Comprehensive educational planning, advising, and coun-
seling are important for all students. Students engaged in ul-
tiple life roles need advisers and counselors who can assist
them in the ongoing process of clarifying, redefining, and pur-
suing their desired outcomes of the college experience. Such
students' educational goals are inextricably tied to their per-
sonal and family lives and to the world of w Mr some,
it is critical that every course fit clearly into ti. educational
goals and plans. In addition, commuter students often call
upon advisers and counselors to serve as primary sources of
information about all aspects of the institution.

Are students offered the opportunity and encouraged to
engage in comprehensive educational planning and aca
demic advising?
Are advisers and counselors knowledgeable about lifespan
development, family systems, and life transitions?
Are advisers and counselors well informed about the insti-
tution's policies ...rid offerings, both curricular and cocur-
ricular (i.e., financial aid, stopping out, assessment of prior
learning, internships)?
Do advisers and counselors actively assist students in relat-
ing their education to their present work experiences and
to their career aspirations?
Are all faculty and staff members encouraged to serve as
formal or informal advisers to students?
Are placement services appropriate for students at various
points in their careers rather than first-time job seekers only?
Are peer advisers available for all students?
Are workshops on a wide variety of personal and career top-
ics offered at convenient times and locations?

Faculty/staff development and rewards
More and more attention is being directed toward the impor-
tance of a high- quality, caring faculty and staff who arc truly
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concerned about students and their development. Further,
all members of the campus communityfrom student ser-
vices personnel to part-time faculty, from institutional plan-
ners to security officers, from fund raisers to food service
staffshould be aware of the diversity of students and of
their needs.

Does the composition of the faculty and staff represent a
wide variety of backgrounds, age groups, cultural experien-
ces, educational institutions, and geographic origins?
Do faculty and staff selection processes seek individuals with
knowledge of and experience in working with diverse stu-
dent populations?
Are employee development programs regarding the demo-
graphic.; of the student body and their implications offered
to all 'evels of faculty and staff?
Do faculty and staff mingle with students in lounges and
cafeterias frequented by commuter students?
Do faculty and staff make personal contact with students
by telephone and by maintaining an open-door policy in
their offices?
Are faculty and staff recognized and rewarded appropriately
for advising students, working with student organizations,
and using active modes of teaching?

Sense of community, belonging, recognition
Creating a sense of community at a commuter institution or
for commuters at a mixed commuter-residential one has long
challenged educators. For commuter students, feeling a pan
of a campus community that appreciates their individuality
is an intangible yet significant determinant of persistence and
of satisfaction with the college experience.

Do campus traditions explicitly include commuter students?
Are all students educated about the college's lore and
encouraged to display the institution's symbols on note-
books, clothing, automobiles, and so on?
Are all students encouraged to apply for academic and lead-
ership awards? Are off-campus activities and achievements
recognized as meeting criteria for awards?
Have academic departments created areas for students and
faculty to relax and talk?
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Are support groups available tor students who may need
them (e.g., returning women, single parents, veterans, indi-
viduals experiencing major life transitions)?

Financial aid, on-campus work,
experiential learning
Financial assistance, on-campus employment, and opportun-
ities to integrate classroom learning with experience are major
factors contributing to educational success and ;;atisfaction.
They are particularly critical for commuter students, a high
percentage of whom rely on work and financial aid to con-
tinue their college edut ation.

Do students' expense budgets for determining amounts of
financial aid realistically reflect educational and living costs,
including rent, food, child care, and transportation?
Is financial aid distributed equitably to all students (e.g.,
adults, part-time students, studrats living with parents, stu-
dents living independently)?
Do financial aid officers offer educational programs about
managing personal finances?
Do administrators advocate federal and state financial aiu
policies and programs that would benefit the institutions
students?
Are work-study and other on-campus part-time jobs plentiful,
enabling students to develop meaningful connections with
the institution and with their academic programs? Are com-
muters informed about the advantages of working on
campus?
Are commuters encouraged to participate in internships,
cooperative education, and community service?

Cot ..oriadar activities and programs
Many students claim that their most significant gains from the
college experience are obtained outside the classroom. Insti-
tutions should support cocurricular activitiy _ad programs
designed to meet the needs and interests of commute. .9,

Are social, cultural, educational, and intramural sports pro-
grams and activities appropriate for all students?
Are activitieF and programs scheduled at a variety of times
to accommodate students' varied schedules (e.g., lunchtime,
early afternoon, evenings, weekends, between classes)?

Creating. a
sense of
community

for
commuters
. bas Yong
challenged
educators.
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Is information about activities and programs disseminated
in advance so that commuters have time to rearrange their
work and family schedules to attend?
Are all types of students encouraged to participate in campus
governance? In student government?
Are "leadership ladders" available equally to all students?
Is leadership training offered to all?

Outreach to significant individuals
Encouraging commuter students to become lore involved
in campus life often forces them to make difficult decisions
about how to spend their time. Parents, spouses, children,
employers, co-workers, and friends also vie for students' time.
Such inuividuals may be important sources of support. Or,
on the other hand, commuter students may feel stress at need-
ing to explain and Justify at home and at work their partic-
ipation in campus activities. Institutions can develop policies
and programs to support commuter students' involvement
by acknowledging the roles that significant individual'i play
in their lives.

Are orientation programs held for parents, spouses, and
children?
Is information about the college mailed to the homes of
students' families?
Are students' families invited to participate in campus events
and activities? To use campus facilities (e.g., libraries, eat-
eries, recreation facilities)?
Are events held specifically for family members, 'uch as par-
ents' days, activities for couples, and family picnics'

Community relations
Because; commuter students generally live in the communities
surrounding the institution, it is to students' benefit for the
college and the external communities to carry on a cooper-
ative relationship. Many commuter students' needs are met
by community agencies and services.

Does the institution sustain active liaisons with local govern-
ments, planning commissions, housing boards, transit
authorities, police departments?
Do institutional administrators and planners keep abreast
of and participate appropriately in community decision mak-
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ing on behalf of commuter students regarding issues such
as zoning, parking, housing, public transportation, and
construction?
Does the institution maintain positive relations with area
businesses, employers, apartment complexes, and banks
on behalf of 1 students?
Do advisers and counselors refer students, when appropri-
ate, to community services and agencies?
Is information about the institution and its activities reg-
ularly published in local newspapers?
Are members of the community invited to participate in
campus activities and events?
Does the institution sponsor activities and events in sur
rounding commur, ities?

Services and facilities
All institutional services and facilities should be organized
and operated to meet the needs and accommodate the sched-
ules of all students.

Services.
Does the institution provide assistance with students' needs
for transportation (bus schedules, carpools)?
Are information about housing and referrals provided? Are
students assisted in making informed choices about hous-
ing? Is information available about utilities, schools, shop-
ping, furniture rental, banks, tenancy, and leases?
Are security services adequate (escorts, emergency
telephones)?
Is child care offered during day, evening, and weekend
classes as well as during cocurricular programs and events?
On a drop-in basis? Are referrals made to those who provide
child care in the community?
Are legal services available to students?
Does the health service emphasize wellness, prevention,
and health maintenance rather than the traditional in-patient
infirmary? Is information about health and fitness distributed
widely on campus?
Are balanced meals and snack, available at times and kx'a-
tions convenient for all students? Are contract meal plans
designed especially for commuters, botil full time and part
time, day and evening?
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Facilities.
Is parking adequate? Are parking lots for evening students
located near classroom buildings and well lighted?
Are adequate study areas, lounges, and lockers provided
at convenient locations throughout the campus, particularly
in class. n buildings?
Are showers and emergency overnight accommodations
available?

Are recreational facilities (including lockers and showers)
accessible to students at times convenient for them?
Do commuter students have access to on-campus computer
facilities for use in the early morning, between classes, eve-
nings, and weekends?
Is a place provided where commuter students can receive
messages?
Are "centers" available for groups of students to meet with
their peers?

Scheduling and accessibility.
Are services and facilities open at hours convenient for all
students (lunchtime, evenings, weekends, early mornings)?
Are advisers, counselors, and other administrators on flex-
time schedules so that they are available whenever students
are on campus?
If the institution has off-campus centers, are student services
available there?
Can students transact business (e.g., registration, bill pay-
ment) with the institution using a telephone, computer,
and/or the mail?
Are commuter students' concerns considered in the formu-
lation and implementation of weather-related closing
policies?
Are services and facilities available during breaks, when
commuter students often have more time to use them?

Information and communication
Commuter students frequently complain about the difficulty
of acquiring timely and complete information about institu-
tional policies, procedures, academic offerLigs, and cocur-
ricular oryortunities. Institutions should make special efforts
to examine and improve their Inmunication with commuter
students, particularly with those who spend limited time on
campus.
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Is a single place provided where students can go to get accu-
rate information about the institution's policies and proce-
dure, academic and other programs and resources, and re-
ferrals to appropriate offices or departments?
Does a toll-free telephone information system exist for pro-
spective and current students and their families?
Is information disseminated in a wide variety of ways, both
on and off campus: newsletters mailed to students' homes,
bulletin boards, handbooks, caleniars, campus and local
newspapers, radio stations, cable television?
Does the campus have a single telephone number that stu-
dents can call for information about the hours of facilities
and services (i.e., libraries, laboratories, tutoring)?

Analysis of Students' Interactions with the Institution
After developing a profile of the student population and ex-
amining the institution from the perspective of the student-
as-commuter, the third step in institutional self-assessment
is to study students' interactions with the institution. This type
of research, although clearly the most complex, is the only
way to determine the quality of the educational experience
that students receive from the institution. Like research on
commuter students in general, national studies are of little
use to an institution seeking to develop policies and practices
to enhance the quality of its students' educational experience.

Multiple methods of collecting data are generally necessary,
some of which should be longitudinal, to determine the long-
term impact of a particular factor or to assess change over
time. Questionnaires, interviews, a.-id essays may be used in
combination with institutional data and other unobtrusive
measures. Researchers suggest analyzing data about retention,
satisfaction, involvement, choice of major, and other inter-
actions between student and institution by key demographic
variables identified in the institution's assessment of its stu-
dent body (Astin 1985; Tinto 1987).

A seemingly infinite number of questions c mild be asked
about the multidimensional interactions betw 'en sty, lents
and the campus envirt riment. The following list is intended
only to suggest the kinds of questions that institutions should
seek to answer for themselves:

Do students feel that their achieven lents, both while
enrolled and after leaving the institution, are consistent with
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their educational goals at the time of their entry (or return)
to college?
When and at what rate do students leave the institution? Do
a higher proportion of students in some groups leave as
opposed to others? Commuters versus residents? Adultsver-
sus traditional-age students? Professional versus liberal arts
majors?
What is the effect of key demographic factors and entering
characteristics on grade point average? Choice of major?
Are some groups of students more satisfied with their expe-
rience at the institution than others?
Do some groups of students interact more with faculty and
staff What is the effect of this interaction on persistence,
satisfaction, and personal development?
Does the college experience match some students' expec-
tations more than other students'?
What is the effect of on- versus off-campus employment on
retention, satisfaction, involvement in campus life?
Do some groups of students participat- more actively in
campus activities and organizations' ,any?
Which groups of students feel that they are part of the cam-
pus community?
Are all groups of students proportionally represented in
positions of leadership, campus governance, on-campus
jobs, internships, and awards?
Do commuter students use services and facilities in pro-
portion to the amount of fee revenue they generate?
Do all students benefit equitably from fee-supported student
activities?
If developmental research is conducted, is it based on the-
oretical frameworks and models appropriate for all students?
Are all groups of students included in any major institutional
research?

Concluding Note
The process of institutional self-appraisal is nearly as impor-
tant as the product in confronting negative stereotypes about
students and faulty assumptions about the quality and appro-
priateness of the institution's programs and services. For the
process to be most effective, a broad representation of
members of the campus community should participate by
collecting student data, evaluating theirown efforts on behalf
of students, and assessing the institution as a whole.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE
INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE TO THE STUDENT-AS-COMMUTER

The preceding sections addressed the reasons that institutions
should adopt the concept of the student-as-commuter, de-
scribed useful theoretical framev;orks ar a models, and pro-
vided a basis for institutional as iessment Jr commuter stu-
dents and the nature of their inctitutional experience. At this
point, it is appropriate to turn to the questic n of how colleges
and universities can and should go about ern. lncing the edu-
cational experience of their comItuter students. In other
words, if an institution really wanted to create at optimum
educational environment for commuter studerr s, what would
it need to do?

Considerable change would he necessary in t aost institu-
tions to create such an environment. Institutional responses
to the student-as-commuter generally have been fragmented
attempts to deal with immediate, specific problems rather than
long-range and comprehensive. As has been shown, sheer
numbers of commuter students have not been sufficient to
bring about substantive changes in institutional perspectives,
policies, and programs. Nor are institutions attended only by
commuters necessarily providing an experience of equal qual-
ity to all their students.

Developmental Stages in an Institution's Adoption
of the Concept of Student-as-Commuter
One model describes the process of institutional adaptation
to adult students in three developmental stages (Ackell 1986).
They range from a relatively primitive organizational stage
through a more specialized type of adaptation to a final stage
in which an institution has fully adapted to the point where
all students are treated with equity. These developmental
stages apply equally well to the process of institutional adop-
tion of the concept of student-as-commuter. Each institution
can use this model of developmental stages to determine the
quality of its response to all groups within its student pop-
ulation (full time or part time, traditional age or older, day
or evening, and so on).

Stage 1. The "laissez-faire" stage
In general. institutions in the first stage simply remove obvi-
ous barriers or artificial congraints (like requirements for
admission or housing) and permit students to do the best
they can within a system that works neither for nor ago inst
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them. Students are allowed to be as entrepreneurial and
aggressive as they choose to be in dealing with the institution,
but no official or organized administrative intervention is
made on their behalf. The basic assumption is that variables
like residence, age, and attendance status are not significant.
Institutions at this stage exhibit some typical characteristics:

Mission, publications, recruitment, admissions, and financial
aid practices reflect the image of the institution's majority
or "traditional" students only.
Members of the campus community and governing board
believe that the institution's "real" students are the tradi-
tional ones.
Institutional planning does not take into account the needs
of the student-as-commuter.
No special support services or facilities are offered.
Services financed by student fees benefit only traditional
students.
No faculty and staff development programs are available
regarding the diversity of the student body and the impli-
cations of that diversity.
No overt attempt is made to assist all students in obtaining
financial aid, on-campus work, or internships.
No effort exists to encourage participation by "nontradi-
tional" students in cocurricular programs and activities.
Some students find information about policies, procedures,
and offerings difficult to obtain.
It is unknown whether some students are consistently less
satisfied with their experience and leave the institution at
a higher rate than others.

Stage 2. The "separatist" stage
In this stage, certain groups of students are essentially separate
from the majority of the student body (e.g., commuters on
a predominantly residential campus, adults at a primarily
traditional-age institution, part-time students where most
attend full time). Some separate, specifically developed pro-
grams and services are provided for them, but while better
than none, these programs and services have lower institu-
tional priority and status than the traditional ones. Within this
stage, it can he argued that certain student groups are subject
to a subtle form of economic exploitation, as the institution
expects them to function with substantially less support from
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the general fund than is appropriated for programs and ser-
vices for "traditional" students. This stage may include other
characteristics:

Publications, recruitment, and admissions practices acknowl-
edge certain groups but address them as a separate
population.
Separate and different versions of programs, services, and
activities are offered (e.g., orientation, workshops, advising,
peer support groups).
Minimal attempts are made to meet specific needs (e.g.,
housing and child care referrals, carpool lists).
Some recognition exists that some students are "different"
from the majority, usually with the assumption that they are
somehow "lesser."
Certain groups of students feel that they are not integral
members of the campus community.
Information designed for specific student groups describes
their separate programs and services.
Certain groups of students are consistently less satisfied with
their experience and leave the institution at a higher rate.

Stage 3. The "equity stage"
Equity implies an "active use of the principles of justice and
fairness o correct inequities in a system that de facto discrim-
inates against one group in favor of another" (Ackell 1986,
p. 3). When an institution takes steps toward treating all stu-
dents fairly and providing the same quality experience for
all, it has begun to evolve toward the final or equity stage of
development. It is probable that no institution at the fully
developed equity stage exists today in the United States, but
some institutions have moved sufficiently beyond the sep-
aratist stage that some of the characteristics of a full equity
institution can be discerned.

Mission, image, publications, and institutional leadership
communicate the integration of all students.
Recruitment, admissions practices, and orientation are
designed to assist all students in learning what they need
to know about the institution.
In addition to specialized services, all services, programs,
and activities are organized to benefit the entire student
population.

Some
institutions
have moved
suffidenily
beyond the
separatist
stage that
some . . .
dclaracteristics
of a full equity
institution can
be discerned.
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The concept of the student-as-commuter is used in sched-
uling classes and designing curricula.
All members of the campus community share an under-
standing of and appreciation for the diversity of the student
body.
All students feel that they are significant members of the
campus community and are recognized as such.
Efforts are made to ensure equal access to financial aid and
full participation in opportunities for on-campus employ-
ment and internships.
Positive relationships with the community are developed
and maintained on behalf of students.
Information is disseminated in a variety of forms and is
readily accessible to all students.
Few differences exist between student groups regarding
satisfaction with the college experience.

The process of development to the equity stage, where the
perspective of the student-as-commuter is fully integrated into
the fabric of the institution, is complex and difficult.

[It) involves, finally, virtually all aspects of the university
structure and function, from the board right down to the
clerks and typists. It is a process [that/ modifies, over time,
not just part of the institution but the entire institution
(Ackell 1986, p. 5).

Developing a Plan of Action
Planning for development toward the equity stage must be
established and sanctioned at the top levels of the institution's
governance and administration as a systemic process and a
high priority. Central leadership is of particular importance
in changing an institution's priorities and in modifying and
extending its activities to meet the needs and goals of all its
students (Lynton and Ellman 1987).

Three categories of issuesconceptual, political, and fea-
sibilitymust be deal with before comprehensive change
can occur. Conceptual issues include the idea of the student-
as-commuter, the theoreLical frameworks and models pre-
sented earlier, and the need to move the institution into the
equity stage of its development. Political questions often arise:
Whose interests may be threatened and whose may be strength-
ened? Which institutional values are consistent with change
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and which are challenged? Issues of feasibility involve allo-
cation and reallocation of resources, design and use of space,
and staffing requirements and competencies (Schlossberg,
Lynch, and Chickering 1989).

Because each institution is a distinctive combination of stu-
dents, faculty, staff, mission, history, curriculum, and environ-
ment, it is impossible to provide a recipe or blueprint for
change. Eact, institution must determine its own plan of action
for moving toward the equity stage of development using the
theoretical and selfassessaient frameworks provided in this
report Aevertheless, it is possible to identify some key ele-
ments of a comprehensive institutional response to the
student-as-commuter:

1. The institution should modify its mission statement if nec
essary to express a clear commitment to the quality of the
educational experience of all its students and should have
this change endorsed by its governing board.

2. The president, vice presidents, deans, and all other top
administrators should frequently and consistently articulate
the institution's commitment to the student-as-commuter
when dealing with faculty, staff, students, the governing
board, alumni, community members, and others.

3. The institution should engage in comprehensive, regular
collection of data about its students and their experiences
with the institution.

4. Regular processes of evaluation should be put in place
to assess whether the institution's programs, services, facil-
ities, and resources address the needs of all students
equitably.

5. Steps should be taken to identify and rectify stereotypes
or inaccurate assumptions held by members of the campus
community about commuter students and to ensure that
commuter students are treated as full members of the cam-
pus community.

6. Long- and short-range administrative decisions regarding
resources, policies, and practices should consistently
include the perspective of the student -as- commuter.

7. In recognition that students' experiences in one segment
of the institution profoundly affect their experiences in
other segments and their percf ption of their educational
experience as a whole, quality practices should be con-
sistent throughout the institution.
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8. Classroom experiences and interactions with faculty
should he recognized as playing the major role in deter-
mining the overall quality of commuter students'
education.

9. Curricular and cocurricular offerings should complement
one another, and considerable energy should be directed
to ensure that students understand the nterrelationship
of the curriculum and the cocurriculum.

10. Faculty and staff at all levels should be encouraged to
learn more about the theoretical frameworks and models
that lead . a fuller understanding of the student-as-
commuter.

11. Top leadership should actively encourage the various cam-
pus units to work together tr 'mplement change on behalf
of the studentas-commuter,

12. Technology should be used to the fullest extent possible
to improve the institution's ability to communicate with
its students and to streamline its administrative processes.

13. Executive offic ,,rs and governing board members should
actively work toward ensuring that commuter students
and commuter institutions are treated fairly in federal,
state, and local decision making (e.g., student financial
aid, institutional funding formulas).

As the students pursuing higher education continue to
become more diverse and as diverse students attend a wider
range of institutions, an understanding of the student-as-
commuter and of the nature of commuter students' relation-
ships to higher education is required to bring -bout necessary
changes. In the current climate, institutions of higher edu-
cation seek "excellence" and are held accountable for trans-
lating excellence into educational outcomes for all students.
Institutional change requires substantial effort and commit-
ment, but failure to respond effectively and comprehensively
to the needs and educational goals of the student-as-
commuter will make excellence impossible to achieve.
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Robert M. Hendrickson and Annette Gibbs

8. Selecting College and University Personnel: The Quest and
the Question

Richard A Kaplowitz
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1985 ASHE-ERIC Higher Educe don Reports
1. Flexibility in Academic Staffing: Effective Policies and Practices

Kenneth P. Mortimer, Marque Bagshaw, and Andrew T.
Masland

2. Associations in Action: The Washington, D.C. Higher Education
Community

Harland G. Bloland

3. And on the Seventh Day: Faculty Consulting and Supplemental
Income

Carol M Boyer and Darrell R. Lewis

4. Faculty Research Performance: Lessons from the Sciences and
Social Sciences

John W. Creswell

5. Academic Program Review: Institutional Approaches, Expec-
tations, and Controversies

Clifton F. Conrad and Richard F. Wilson

6. Students in Urban Settings: Achieving the Baccalaureate Degree
Richard C Richardson, Jr. and Louis W. Bender

7. Serving More Than Students: A Critical Need for College Student
Personnel Services

Peter H. Garland

8. Faculty Participation in Decision Making: Necessity or Luxury?
Carol E. Floyd

1984 ASHE -ERIC Higher Education Reports

1. Adult Learning: State Policies and Institutional Practices
K Patricia Cross and Anne-Marie McCartan

2. Student Stress: Effects and Solutions
Neal A Whitman, David C. Spendlove, and Claire H. Clark

3. Part-time Faulty: Higher Education at a Crossroads
Judith M. Gappa

4. Sex Discrimination Law in Higher Education: The Lessons of
the Past Decade

J. Ralph Lindgren, Patti T. Ota, Perry y A Zirke4 and 'n Van
Gieson

5. Faculty Freedoms and Institutional Accountability: Interactions
and Conflicts

Steven G. Olswang and Barbara A Lee

6. The High Technology Connection: Academic/Industrial Coop-
eration for Economic Growth

Lynn G. Johnson
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7. Employee Educational Programs: Implications for Industry and
Higher Education

Suzanne W. Morse

8. Academic Libraries: The Changing Knowledge Centers of Col
leges and Universities

Barbara B. Moran

9. Futures Research and the Strategic Planning Process: Impli-
cations for Higher Education

fames L Morrison, William L Renfro, and Wayne t. Boucher

10. Faculty Workload: Research, Theory, and Interpretation
Harold E. Yuker

1983 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

1. The Path to Excellence: Quality Assurance in Higher Education
Laurence R. Marcus, Anita 0. Leone, and Edward D. Goldberg

2. Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment: Obli-
gations and Opportunities

John S. Waggaman

3. Meeting the Challenges: Developing Faculty Careers*
Michael CT Brooks and Katherine L. German

4. Raising Academic Standards: A Guide to Learning Improvement
Ruth Talbott Keimig

5. Serving Learners at a Distance: A Guide to Program Practices
Charles E. Feasley

6. Competence, Admissions, and Articulation: Returning to the
Basics in Higher Education

Jean L Preer

7. Public Service in Higher Education: Practices and Priorities
Patricia H. Crosson

8. Academic Employment and Retrenchment: Judicial Review
and Administrative Action

Robert M Hendrickson and Barbara A. Lee

9, Burnout: The New Academic Disease*
Winifred Albizu Mektidez and Rafael M. de Guziniin

10. Acadetn;c Workplace: New Demands, Heightened Tensions
Ann E. Austin ant; Zelda F Garrison

'Out-ofprint, Available through DILS. Call 1-800.227R1G
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ORDER FORM

Quantity Amount
Please begin my subscription to the 1989 ASHEERIC
Higher Education Reports at $80.00, 33% off the cover
price, starting with Report 1, 1989

Please begin my subscription Lo the 1990 ASHE-ERIC
Higher Education Reports at $80.00 starting with Report
1, 1990

Outside the U.S., add $10 per series for postage

Individual reports are avilable at the following prices:
1988 and forward, $15 1983 and 1984, $7.50
1985 to 1987, $10 1982 and back, $6.50

Book rate postage within the U.S. is included Outside U.S, please add $1
per Uook for postage. Fast U.P.S. shipping is available within the U.S. at $1
per book; outside the U.S, $2.50 per book; orders over $50 may add 5%
of the invoice total. All orders under $25 must be prepaid.

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING REPORTS:

Quantity Report No. Year Title 1 Amount

Subtotal:

Please check one of the following: Posmge(optional):

Check enclosed, payable to GWU.ERIC. Total Due
U Purchase order attached.

Charge my credit card indicated below:
Visa MasterCard

I I I- I I

Expiration Date

Name

Title

Institution

Address

City State Zip

Phone

Signature

SEND ALL ORDERS TO:
ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports
The George Washington University

Ono Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036-1183

Phone: (202) 2_$/6-2597
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PRAISE FOR FAST REPORTS

"I welcome the ASHE-ERIC monograph series. It is a service

to those who need brief but dependable analyses of key issues

in higher education."
(Rev.) Theodore M Hesburgh, CS.0
President Emeritus; University of Notre Dame

"Running a successful institution requires mastering details
quickly. The ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports are valuable
because they give a national perspective that helps me meet
my own reponsibilities."

Milton Greenberg, Provost, American University

'The first books off my shelf when I'm looking for answers.
Keep me aware of potential problems and offer solutions
that really work."

Kathryn M Moore, Professor
Michigan State University

"I he monographs make excellent textbooks, and their
bibliographies are exssential for graduate students."

Eileen Kuhns, Coordinator
Education Administration Program
Michigan State University

"Excellent publications, authoritative and well researched,
on timely topics."

Ronald W Collins Provost and Vice President for Aca-
c'emic Affairs, Eastern Michigan University

"A godsend to an administrator of a brand-new doctoral pro-
gram with caps on resources for course development."

Antonia D'Onofrio, Director
Higher Education Program
Widener University

"Excellentscholarly, informative, enlighteningsuperb
for administrative and faculty development."

Robert Gleason, Director of Library Services
Rockland Community College

"An invaluable resource that gets me on top of a topic in a
very efficient manner."

Donald Reichard, Director of Institutional Research
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
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. V-_

BARBARAJACOBY is director of the Office of Commuter Affairs
at the University of Maryland at College Park. She also serves .

as director of the. National Clearinghouse for Conunuter
Programs, the only national organization solely for providing
information and assistance to professionals in designing
programs and services for commuter students. Having received ,
her Ph.D. from the University of Maryland at College Park in
1978, she Is an affiliate assistant professor of college student
personnel administration. In addition to having held leadership
poSitions in the American College Personnel Association and
the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators,
she is currently on the board, of directors of the Councit for
the Advancement of Standards for Student Services /Develop- ;

ment Programs. She has written and consulted extensively and
has made numerous presentations around the country. Her
inaitutions and various professional associations have
recognized her outstanding work on behalf of commuter
students.

ISBN 0-9623882-6-2415.00
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